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1 Summary

In this work it is shown that the Smoothed Dissipative Particle Dynamics (SDPD) can correctly

represent the static and dynamic behavior of DNA chains in flow [Litvinov et. al, Phys. Rev.

E 77, 66703 (2008)]. As an application, the dynamics of the wall-tethered DNA in shear flow

is considered. Specifically, the cyclic motion of the tethered DNA was investigated [Litvinov

et. al, Journal of Physics: Condensed Matter 23, 184118 (2011)]. SDPD was introduced in

[Español and Revenga, Phys. Rev. E 67, 026705 (2003)] and can be considered as a gener-

alization of the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method for mesoscale. In SDPD, a

discretization element (particle) represents a packet of fluid whose specific size determines the

level of thermal fluctuations in the hydrodynamic variables. Unlike other mesoscale particle-

based methods SDPD has an explicit equation of state and speed of sound. In the SDPD method

the viscosity is an explicit input parameter. It is shown that the self-diffusion coefficient of the

SDPD particles follows a simple relation similar to the Stokes-Einstein relation [Litvinov et.

al, J. Chem. Phys. 130, 021101 (2009)]. This finding allows for “a priori” characterization of

the fluid in simulations. A new integration scheme for SDPD aiming at highly dissipative cases

typical for microfluidic applications is proposed [Litvinov et. al, J. Comp. Phys. 229, 5457

– 5464 (2010)]. An “amorphous” wall boundary condition model is used to avoid an artificial

particle layering. This boundary condition is used for tethered DNA simulations [Litvinov et.

al, Physical Review E 82, 066704 (2010)].
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2 Introduction

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) – as carrier of the genetic information – is one of the most inves-

tigated and best understood biomolecules. At the same time, it is the molecule which is most

applied in bio- and nano-technology. This is mainly caused by the fact that a variety of methods

have been developed over the last decades, which allow both synthesis and characterization of

the molecule with exceptional high precision. The size, homogeneity and unbranched structure

also make the DNA an ideal “model polymer” to aid theoretical polymer science [62].

2.1 Properties of isolated DNA and DNA in the flow

Historically the first experimental methods to study the dynamics of DNA were based on bulk

or ensemble measurements: in those methods the average behavior of many molecules is mea-

sured and information on the single molecule configuration can be deduced [6]. The most

widely used group of the bulk methods is based on light scattering spectroscopy. They can

provide information on the molecular weight and the size of the DNA coils. More sophis-

ticated experiments estimate the persistence length, elasticity, diffusion coefficient, torsional

rigidity. Despite many successes the bulk methods have several limitations: the intermediate

configuration of the DNA cannot be studied, heterogeneity of the solutions limits the accu-

racy of the methods, and the link between properties of the individual molecule and the mea-

sured quantities involves many assumptions, which are difficult to test directly. In recent years

single-molecule techniques have emerged as a main tool to investigate mechanical properties of

DNA [65]. Remarkably, most of the findings obtained with the bulk methods were confirmed.

Several types of the DNA molecules are used in experiments: DNA of T1, T2, T7, λ- phages,

DNA of E. coil [76]. The DNA is a linear chain with flexibility which depends on the ionic
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Force Description

Viscous drag frictional force from flowing solvent

Entropic elasticity
this force is generated when the polymer is out of

the equilibrium coiled configuration

Brownian forces caused by thermal “kicks” from solvent molecules

Hydrodynamic interaction (HI)
one segment of the chain affects

another one due to disturbances of the flow

Excluded-volume (EV) interactions repulsive force between segments

Internal viscosity (IV) intrachain friction

Self-entanglement (SE) intrachain entanglements

Table 2.1: Forces acting in single DNA [37]

strength of the solution (higher strength makes the molecule more flexible with a limiting per-

sistence length of 50 nm), the length of the molecule is usually much longer than the persistence

length. Very recently Brockman et al. developed a method to synthesize and directly observe

single-stranded DNA which allows decreasing the persistence length below 50 nm [5, 51].

Larson [37] gives a list of the phenomena that are important for single chain dynamics (See

Table 2.1), we use this list to structure the experimental data and models of the DNA.

Viscous drag is the frictional force that the chain experiences from the flowing solvent. In

early work Wirtz [99] tethered the DNA to a small magnetic bead and pulled it by a calibrated

force. As a result the first direct measurements of the DNA friction coefficient were obtained.

With increasing velocity of the bead several regimes can be observed: (a) linear, (b) nonlinear

intermediate regime (the chain adopts a trumpet shape) (c) nonlinear intermediate regime (the

trumpet disappears), see Figure 2.1. Thomen et al. [92] measured the rotational drag on the

doubled-stranded DNA and found that the value is 10 times higher than the one expected for a

straight rigid rod. Note that for typical experimental conditions the viscous drag is dominating

the inertia effects of the segments of the DNA and thus many models do not include inertia.

Probably the most simple polymer model which can be applied to the DNA was introduced

by Kuhn [36]: the chain is modeled by beads connected by the spring forces, and the viscous

force acts only on the beads. This model is called the dumbbell model and is surprisingly

successful in predicting the steady-state stresses and birefringence in dilute polymer solutions.
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Figure 2.1: DNA pulled by a magnetic bead, experience friction from the solvent. Depending

on the velocity the DNA is in different regimes [99]

For the DNA tethered at one end the dumbbell model correctly predicts the fractional extension

as a function of velocity for uniform flow.

Brownian forces are caused by thermal “kicks” from the solvent molecules. In molecular

visualization experiments Brownian motions of the segments of the DNA are apparent even in

very strong flows. This force causes the trajectory of the molecule to be non-deterministic and

it has the consequences for modeling. First, if the molecule is close to the equilibrium it allows

applying tools of statistical mechanics even to a single molecule. Second, for non-equilibrium

situations the Brownian forces make modeling very difficult.
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The Brownian forces are responsible for the relaxation of the DNA: because of the ther-

mal “kicks” the DNA “forgets” its initial configuration. The timescale on that it happens is

characterized by “the longest relaxation time”. In experiments “the longest relaxation time” is

determined by the following procedure. The molecule is stretched and then allowed to relax

freely. The extension of the DNA is recorded as a function of time x(t), and the fitting of a

last part of the x2(t) curve by an exponential function c1e−t/τ + c2 gives “the longest relaxation

time” (τ ) [65, 80, 76].

Entropic elasticity is important if the chain is out of the equilibrium. Smith et al [80]. found

that the following expression can fit experimental measurements of the force (F ) versus the

extension (x) for λ-phage DNA:

FP

kT
=

1

4
(1− x/L)−2 − 1

4
+ x/L. (2.1)

P is the persistence length, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and L is the

contour length. In the limit of small extension the law becomes Hookean.

Hydrodynamic interactions (HI) arise when disturbances of flow by one segment of the chain

are felt by another segment. In contrast to the viscous drag and the entropic elasticity HI cannot

be measured directly. However presence or absence of HI significantly affects the dynamics of

the chain. Then HI are present the drag depends on the conformation of the chain. A simple

model of a polymer with HI was named after Zimm [103]. It is a linear mean-field model: each

segment of the chain interacts with an average conformation of its neighbors. The Zimm model

predicts the scaling of the relaxation time of the polymer with chain length, this prediction was

confirmed by experimental data [63].

Although the Zimm model was successful in explaining results of the earlier experiments

many groups were trying to understand HI in more detail. One attempt was reported by Quake,

Babcock and Chu [70], they measured the fluctuation of the DNA held in a partially extended

state and found that its motion can be described by the normal modes, and the spectrum of re-

laxation times shows a power-law distribution with the exponent predicted by the Zimm model.

In general this experiment does not refute the Zimm model but its ability to detect deviations

from the Zimm model is relatively weak because in extended state inter-segment HIs are more

difficult to measure [7]. Shusterman et al. [78] labeled DNA fragments at single points and
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measured the monomer mean-square displacement. For a flexible single-stranded DNA the

results are consistent with the Zimm model.

More recent works report deviations from the Zimm model. Cohen and Moerner [7] collected

data on free-shape fluctuations of the DNA by using an anti-Brownian trap and reported signs

of nonlinear hydrodynamics: they performed a principal component analysis of the density

fluctuations of the chain projection and observed a correlation between modes which is not

expected for the Zimm model. McHale and Mabuchi [53] used feedback tracking microscopy

and FCS (fluorescence correlation spectroscopy) and reported results which are suggesting

strong HI which are, however, not consistent with the Zimm model. Hinczewski and Netz [24]

proposed a more refined treatment of hydrodynamic interaction which nevertheless is free of

fitting parameters to describe end-monomer dynamics in FCS experiments [67]. The topic of

HI interactions in DNA remains controversial and the capacity of FCS to provide information

on intermolecular motion has been questioned [12].

The Excluded volume (EV) interaction is the repulsive force between different segments of

the chain. The effect of EV increases with the expansion of the chain. For longer or extended

chains EV are less important than for shorter and coiled chains. A direct consequence of the

EV is a change of the scaling of the polymer radius of gyration with the number of beads. For

ideal chains Rg ∝ N1/2, and, if EV interaction is important, the chain follows the Flory scaling

law: Rg ∝ N0.6. More refined theories and simulations give a slightly different scaling Rg ∝
N0.588 [30, 69] which also extends to the dynamic quantities such as the diffusion coefficient

(D ∝ N0.588). With increasing N the crossover from ideal to real behavior is expected, but

a direct observation of such a crossover was possible only very recently for Poly(Ethylene

Glycol) [9]. Data for the distribution of charged segments of the one-end tethered DNA shows

the scaling Rg ∝ 0.57± 0.05 [39].

Several experimental works suggest that the DNA experiences strong EV interactions. Smith

and co-authors [82] measured diffusion coefficients (D) for the DNA molecules from 2 to 140

µm in length. They found that D ∝ L−µ with µ = 0.611±0.016. Robertson et al. [74] confirm

this observation and give an estimate for the scaling exponent as 0.571 ± 0.014. Atomic force

microscopy provides a distribution of the position of one end of the long DNA with the other

end attached to a non-adsorbing surface. This distribution reveals an estimate of the scaling
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exponent as 0.589 ± 0.006. For short DNA molecules a behavior typical for rigid rods was

observed, although possible cross-over was not resolved [95]. Small-angle x-ray scattering of

single-stranded DNA gives a value for the static exponent which is in the range of 0.55 to 0.7

depending on the salt concentration used. Note that this method does not involve labeling of

the molecule which can potentially modify the mechanical properties of the DNA. However,

recently the results of scanning fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (SFCS) of fluorescently

labeled DNA molecules were obtained which challenge the assumptions of strong EV inter-

actions in DNA [57]. The best power law fit of the gyration radii in these experiments gives

Rg ∝ L0.52±0.02 with a length of the molecules spanning over two decades. DNA brushes on

biochips do not show a collective stretch despite significant chain overlap, which is consistent

with the weak excluded volume interactions [4].

Internal viscosity (IV), is a friction between segments of the chain [29]. IV can be caused by

many mechanisms which can be separated into solvent-mediated (“wet”) with the magnitude

proportional to the solvent viscosity and solvent-independent (“dry”). Direct experimental ev-

idence for importance of IV in the DNA is difficult to get but postulating IV in the dumbbell

model leads to a better fit of the experimental data for DNA in shear flow, especially for at

higher Weissenberg numbers [101]. Note that for proteins IV was quantified [83] by consider-

ing different viscosities of the solvent and assuming that the limit of vanishing solvent viscosity

corresponds to the case with only internal viscosity.

Self-entanglement is defined as “intrachain entanglements, in which an isolated polymer

forms a knot” [37]. There are several ways to form a “knot” with a DNA molecule: using

optical tweezers [3], using gel [96], or by collision of the DNA with defect [54]. Recently

the compression of the DNA by an electrical field was used as a reliable way to induce “knot-

ting” [89].

All forces in the Table 2.1 are involved when the DNA interacts with flow. Recently, Mai et.

al. [49] reviewed microfluidic systems used in studies of DNA-flow interactions including

channel-based flows, cross slots, arrays, and nanoscale confinements. The local flow field

in a laminar flow can be represented as a combination of simple shear and elongational flows.

This renders the investigations of the DNA in those two flows the most important from a fun-

damental point of view. Simple shear is relatively easy to generate and control in experiments,
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several researchers visualized the DNA in simple shear in flow plane [79, 38] and in the flow

gradient plane [75, 90]. It was revealed that the DNA dynamics is complex: the chain can be

stretched, it can relax to a coil, it can undergo tumbling motions where the head of the chain

overtakes the tail (see Figure (2.2)).

Figure 2.2: Behavior of the DNA chain in shear flow can follow different scenarios: as the

chain can relax to a coil, the chain can tumble end-over-end (the scheme is from

Smith et al. [79])

Perkins, Smith, and Chu [64] used a micro-channel with cross slot geometry to generate

elongational flow and reported variation in the onset of stretching for different initial config-

urations of the molecules (chains with a dumbbell shape stretched more rapidly than folded

ones). In their latter work [81] the effect of a sudden elongational flow on relaxed molecules

was studied. This experiment allowed monitoring the evaluation of the chain configuration

without initial perturbations. Again different dynamic scenarios were observed for the chains.
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De Gennes used the expression “molecular individualism” to describe the sensitivity of the

chain dynamics to the initial conditions [20]. Randall et al. [71] put “molecular individualism”

in broader perspective: “molecular individualism is an example of the general phenomenon of

transient chaos, which causes a complex system’s dynamics to be unpredictable even though the

system eventually achieves a stable fixed point at long time.”. In Figure 2.3 we show images of

the DNA stretched in elongational flow where four different conformations are observed [65].

In more recent experiments of Teixeira et al. it was found that exposure of the DNA molecular

to identical flow histories [91] can lead to very different molecular conformations.

Figure 2.3: The DNA in elongational flow can have different conformations depending on

the initial conditions. From top to bottom: dumbbell, linked, half dumbbell, and

folded [65].

The interaction of the DNA with flows is a suitable case for validation of long standing hy-

pothesis of polymer physics. Most microfluidic applications, however, involves more complex

flow structures and the DNA can interact with continuing walls. It is possible to construct a
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channel with typical dimensions on the order of, or even smaller than, the typical size of a DNA

coil. The DNA experiences the presence of a wall by two effects: exclusion of chain config-

uration and hydrodynamic interactions with the surface [76]. For example in Poiseuille flow

in the channel the DNA tends to migrate toward the center. Explanations of this phenomenon

involve hydrodynamic interactions of wall and the DNA. There are various devices used to

study the single DNA dynamics (curved channels, cross slots, and micro-fabricated obstacles

and structures), we refer the reader to recent reviews [49, 51] for details. In this work we focus

on one case of DNA-wall interaction: the tethered DNA in shear flow. In the following section

we focus our attention on simulations of DNA dynamics.

2.2 Mesoscale simulations of DNA

In contrast to simple models a straightforward simulation approach is to build up a detailed

model with atomistic phenomena taken into account. Although atomistic modeling was done

by many authors it faces a challenge. The computational capacity required to perform a full

atomistic simulation is very high. Methods based on mesoscopic theories, which connect the

microscopic and macroscopic descriptions of the systems, are a promising alternative. By ap-

plying mesoscopic methods one expects to capture only essential microscopic parameters and

relationships and to omit details which are not important for the phenomena under investiga-

tion [35].

2.2.1 Numerical methods for mesoscale simulation

The most popular approach in more complex situations is Brownian Dynamics (BD) [60]. Ex-

tended versions of the Brownian Dynamics technique, have been recently shown to produce

accurate results for DNA dynamics in microfluidics at devices [31], but require a complicated

modeling of hydrodynamic interactions (in particular when coupled with the no-slip bound-

ary conditions at walls) mediated by a modified Rotne-Prager-Yamakawa (RPY) tensor. To

remedy these problems, various researchers have focused in the past on other methods which

use numerically effective coarse-grained models retaining the relevant hydrodynamic modes.

Examples are Multi-Particle Collisions Dynamics (MPCD) [72], Lattice Boltzmann methods
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(LBM) [1] and Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD). In particular, DPD is a mesoscopic

methodology which has attracted increasing attention in the past years. DPD was originally

proposed by Hoogerbrugge [25] and successively modified by Warren and Español in order to

satisfy thermodynamic consistency [15]. The method has been shown to capture the relevant

thermodynamics and hydrodynamic effects occurring in mesoscopic systems [84, 32, 87, 34],

and it has been applied in the past years to a wide range of physical situations [17, 16]. De-

spite its great success, however, a number of conceptual shortcomings has been pointed out

which affects the performance and accuracy of the technique. In particular they deal with (i)

non-arbitrary choice of the fluid equation of state, (ii) no direct connection to the transport

coefficients and (iii) unclear definition of the physical particle scales.

All problems mentioned above can be avoided by resorting to a further improved DPD ver-

sion: the Smoothed Dissipative Particle Dynamics (SDPD) [13]. The main objective of this

work is to apply the SDPD method to polymer simulations. But on the way to achieve this

we address the following modeling problems: we derive an analytical expression for the self-

diffusion coefficient of the SDPD particles, we show how the time stepping scheme can be

improved to efficiently handle highly viscous flows, we show how a wall-boundary can be

modeled in SDPD without finite size artifacts.

2.2.2 Smoothed Dissipative Particle Dynamics (SDPD)

SDPD is based on a second-order discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations. Transport

coefficients are input parameters and do not need to be measured and adjusted via Green-

Kubo relations as in MD, or extracted via kinetic theory as in conventional DPD. In addition,

hydrodynamic behavior is obtained at length scales on the same order as the particle dimension,

and no coarse-graining assumption is needed.

SDPD can be also viewed as an extension of a macroscopic method, namely Smoothed

Particle Hydrodynamic (SPH) [55]. The SPH method is a fully Lagrangian, grid free method

in which a smoothing kernel is introduced to approximate functions and their spatial derivatives

originating from the interactions with neighboring particles. The SPH algorithm itself is similar

to that of MD but uses additional thermodynamic variables which are obtained by a coarse
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graining procedure from the underlying microscopic (molecular) physics. Since its introduction

in [48] and [21], SPH has been applied to a wide range of macroscopic flow problems [55].

Espan̈ol [13] proposed a way to include thermal fluctuations in a physically consistent way,

by which the fluctuation magnitude increases naturally while the physical scale of the problem

decreases to the mesoscopic scale. This combination constitutes the core of the SDPD method.

In the following paragraphs we briefly summarize the equations solved with the SDPD

method. The density of the fluid is given by

ρi = mi

∑
j

Wij. (2.2)

The momentum equations are discretized as

dvi
dt

= − 1

mj

∑
j

(
pi
σ2
i

+
pj
σ2
j

)
∂Wij

∂rij
eij

+
η

mi

∑
j

(
1

σ2
i

+
1

σ2
j

)
vij
rij

∂Wij

∂rij
, (2.3)

wheremi is the mass of a particle,Wij is a kernel function, σi is the inverse of a particle volume,

eij and rij are the normalized vector and distance from particle i to particle j, respectively.

vij = vi − vj is a difference between velocities of interacting particles. Density (ρ) and

pressure (p) are related by the equation of state

p = p0

(
ρ

ρ0

)γ
+ b, (2.4)

where p0, ρ0, b and γ are parameters which may be chosen based on a scale analysis so that the

density variation is less than a given magnitude. For γ = 7 penetration of particles is precluded.

Eq. (2.2) and (2.2) represents the deterministic part of the particle dynamics [13, 27]. Using

the GENERIC formalism (General Equation for Non-Equilibrium Reversible-Irreversible Cou-

pling) [14] thermal fluctuations can be taken into account directly in (2.3) by introducing the

random term

dP̃i =
∑
j

BijdW ijeij, (2.5)

where dP̃i is a change of the particle momentum due to random fluctuations, dW ij is the

traceless symmetric part of an independent increment of a Wiener process and Bij is defined as

Bij =

[
−4kBTη

(
1

σ2
i

+
1

σ2
j

)
1

rij

∂W

∂rij

]1/2
. (2.6)
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Some properties of this particular set of discrete equations are:

• the total mass and the total momentum are exactly conserved,

• the linear momentum is locally conserved due to the anti-symmetric form of the particle

pair force,

• the total energy is conserved and the total entropy is a monotonically increasing function

of time [14],

• the conservation properties prevent particle penetration, and the radial distribution func-

tion (RDF) of the solvent particles exhibits a shape typical for liquids (See Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4: Radial distribution function for the SDPD particles, inter-particle distance is 0.83.
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2.2.3 Development of the SDPD method

An important requirement for a mesoscopic method is the correct representation of transport

properties. We review results on transport coefficients for two methods related to SDPD: DPD

and MPCD. Already in earlier works on DPD [52, 22] an explicit prediction for the viscosity

and the self-diffusion coefficient in terms of the model parameters were given. However, the

validity of these analytical expressions is restricted to the ideal-gas equation of state and to the

limit of small time steps. Furthermore, as found in [86], this prediction fails to reproduce the

diffusion coefficient for the widely used velocity-Verlet integration scheme.

For MPCD two distinct regimes are identified, the gas-like dynamics regime and the collec-

tive regime with fluid-like dynamics. Molecular-chaos assumption gives an analytical expres-

sion which is in a good agreement with simulation data in the particle regime, but deviates in

the collective regime. The predictions based on Stokes hydrodynamics and the Smoluchowski

equation agree with simulations in the collective regime [73]. In [94] unbiased values for the

transport coefficients were obtained for the MPCD, corrections to the self-diffusion coefficient

to the molecular chaos approximation were proposed and analyzed. Noguchi et al. [59] have

studied the viscosity and self-diffusion coefficient of MPCD and DPD. For both methods they

consider cases with and without angular momentum conservation, results were derived for the

ideal-gas equation of state and a finite-time step.

For the transport properties of SDPD viscosity is an input parameter. However, the self-

diffusion coefficient D of fluid particle cannot be specified a priori and therefore it needs to

be estimated. An accurate expression for D in terms of the model parameters is crucial for

the determination of the Schmidt number Sc of the model liquid. For instance, the value of

Sc affects strongly the non-equilibrium properties of suspended polymer molecules [86]. In

the section 3 of this work a simple analytical expression for the diffusion coefficient of SDPD

particle is introduced.

However, although the transport properties of the liquid can be controlled, many technical

difficulties remain on the way to perform simulations with realistic physical parameters. One

group of problems is related to the separation of timescales for simulation methods with explicit

time stepping. When SDPD is used to simulate low-Reynolds-number and mesoscopic liquid
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flows the time-step size limit for stable time integration is usually determined by viscous effects

as such flows are highly dissipative. Specifically, this issue is referred to as “the Schmidt

number problem” in DPD [88, 87] and also applies to SDPD. The Schmidt number is defined

as the ratio of momentum diffusion (viscosity) and mass diffusion

Sc =
µ

Dρ
, (2.7)

where µ is dynamic viscosity, ρ is density and D is the diffusion coefficient. Typical Sc

achieved by SDPD and DPD simulations are on the order O(1), which is similar to that of

a gas rather than a liquid with Sc ∼ O(103).

With respect to the meaning of the Schmidt number in simulations there is no consensus in

the literature. Peters [66] suggested that the diffusion coefficient D appearing in the definition

of Sc refers to the molecular diffusivity and therefore is an ill-defined quantity for coarse-

grained systems. Simulations of Jiang et al. [32] show that the hydrodynamic interaction be-

tween polymer beads is developed under typical conditions of a DPD simulation (Sc = 1).

However, it has been pointed out by Groot and Warren [22] that in order to achieve a realistic

liquid behavior it is essential to recover the correct magnitude of Sc in DPD simulations. Fur-

thermore, it was observed by Symeonidis et al. [88, 86] that an agreement between simulations

and experiments with respect to the non-equilibrium properties of a DNA molecule in shear

flow requires Sc numbers with a magnitude of that for a liquid.

A straightforward way to increase the Schmidt number is to increase the dissipative force.

However, if the DPD particle velocity is updated explicitly, as in the traditional velocity-Verlet

method [22], the time integration requires a very small, computationally inefficient time-step

size to achieve correct equilibrium properties. Moreover for polymer simulations higher vis-

cosity leads to higher value of relaxation time which requires even longer simulations to get

enough statistically uncorrelated samples of polymer configuration. To cope with this diffi-

culty, Pagonabarraga et al. [61] have proposed an iterative method where the particle velocity

is updated implicitly. However, it is found that such a method is not very practical due to large

computational cost. To achieve a higher Schmidt number Fan et al. [17] used a “generalized”

weighing function for conservative and random forces

ωD(rij) =
(
ωR(rij)

)2
= (1− rij/rc)s, (2.8)
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a parameter s < 2 (s = 2 gives traditional DPD). A Schmidt number on the order of 103

was achieved. This approach was used also by other authors [19, 18]. Another method was

introduced by Mai-Duy et al. [50]. They considered a DPD simulation with the mass of the

particles approaching zero, correspondingly Re → 0 and Sc → ∞. In this case the system

of equation becomes singular, but it can be stabilized by introducing a small artificial mass.

Two methods are presented to solve this system: direct matrix inversion and iterative. The last

approach is conceptually similar to the splitting scheme described below.

A splitting scheme for DPD was proposed by Shardlow [77]. While updating the contribution

of the conservative force explicitly, this method updates the contributions of the dissipative

and random forces in pairwise fashion. By this procedure the original DPD formulation of

dissipative and random forces is preserved. Nikunen et al. [58] showed that the accuracy and

performance of the Shardlow scheme is superior to that of several other schemes commonly

used in DPD. However the kinetic temperature is still significantly overestimated when a large

time-step size is used. It is interesting to note that in an earlier work of Monaghan [56] a

splitting scheme similar to that of Shardlow [77] was described for handling the drag force

on dust particles for modeling dust-gas flow with an SPH method. To recover very large drag

coefficients pairwise interactions are computed by sweeping over all the dust-gas particle pairs

several times. Although this method originally has been developed for a drag-force model an

extension to general viscous flows is straightforward.

In [40] the Shardlow-splitting algorithm was developed for various conditions in DPD (constant-

enthalpy, constant-energy). Moreover, the authors extended the method to systems of non-equal

mass particles. For constant-energy DPD Shardlow scheme allows for a time step 103 larger,

while the computational cost of one step is twice that of the standard velocity-Verlet algorithm.

Howard and co-authors [26] used an operator splitting approach to simulate the Rouse model of

polymer dynamics in flow. It was found that the splitting method has second-order weak con-

vergence and is unconditionally stable. In section 4 a similar implicit time integration scheme

for SDPD is proposed.

Another issue limiting the scope of application of mesoscopic particle methods is layering of

the fluid particles near solid wall. Layering of liquids near a solid surface is a well known phe-

nomenon in nanofluids and it has been intensively studied experimentally and numerically [33].
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The effect is associated to large fluctuations arising in the molecular number density which

are ultimately due to a structure induced in the liquid by the presence of the solid wall. The

strong inhomogeneities of nanofluids caused by layering effects produce phenomena that are

not observed in the continuum, as for example depletion layers, modified transport coefficients

(viscosity, diffusivity coefficients) and slip flow. It has often been shown that the amount of lay-

ering observed in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of confined fluids depends strongly on

the type of wall as well as on the wall-liquid microscopic interaction parameters, and decreases

rapidly as the distance from the surface exceeds typically a few molecule sizes [93]. At larger

distances the number density becomes almost constant and the fluid behaves like a continuum.

Although these phenomena are to be expected on the molecular level, they are artificial on

larger scales [97].

The soft potential used in DPD does not prevent particle penetration into the solid wall.

Hence, some effort must be made to enforce the boundary conditions. Approaches based on

increased density of wall particles or increased interaction strength between fluid and wall

particles have been proposed in the past, leading, however, to depletion of the particles and

layering effects [68]. As suggested above, although the presence of wall-induced layering is

physically reasonable on the length scale of an atom, it should not occur at the typical scales of

DPD particles which are orders of magnitude larger.

Layering is also seen with the SPH method. However, particle layering does not produce

inaccurate results since the macroscopic mass fluid density is kept constant and flow properties

(e.g. velocity, pressure fields) are concerned. There are several physical situations in which,

rather than the local hydrodynamic properties, the exact Lagrangian dynamics of a single fluid

particle is the central focus of the investigation and study of a single polymer dynamic is an

example of such situation. In such a case the artificial ordering exhibited by coarse-grained

particle methods introduces spurious effects which must be avoided. Some attempts to remedy

these problems involve, for example, reflection of the particles at the wall [98], adaptive models

for wall-particle interactions [2, 68], an extension of the phase-field approach to DPD [100]

and the multi-body DPD method [85]. In [18] the authors considered several types of boundary

conditions combined with a bounce-back reflection rule and found that boundary conditions

based on the frozen wall particles after a pre-processing stage were able to eliminate the number
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density fluctuations in the near-wall region. Duong-Hong and co-authors [11] implemented a

two-layer frozen-particle structure as a boundary condition and reported a reduction of number

density fluctuations. Nevertheless, a bounce-back of the penetrating particles was still required.

In [23] the solid wall in many-body DPD was represented by the amorphous particles when

each particle is attached to a site by a harmonic spring. Additionally, a repulsive force is used

on the liquid particles which penetrate into the wall. The method allows reducing particle

layering and artifacts in the temperature field.

In section 5 we present a method to solve the wall penetration and particle layering problems

in SDPD. To illustrate the proposed method we performed a simulation of the tethered DNA in

flow. Note that no anomalous polymer densities close to the wall were reported in the recent

direct observation of a single DNA [47, 46].

2.2.4 Mesoscale simulation of DNA with the SDPD method

A polymer chain in SDPD can be represented as several SDPD particles connected by a spring

force. The quantitative validation of this model is a major part of this work and is presented

below. Here we discuss qualitatively how the forces from table 2.1 are represented in such

a model. Viscous drag is included by equation (2.3): a polymer bead interacts with solvent

particles by the viscous force. Entropic elasticity is represented by the spring force between

beads and represents a coarse-grained model of chemical bonds in the chain. Brownian forces

are introduced by equation (2.6) in a thermodynamically consistent way. Excluded-volume

interactions are represented by pressure forces, which are stronger than conservative forces in

DPD and preclude particle penetrations. SDPD naturally includes internal viscosity. In the

model considered below the viscous interaction between bead-bead pair is the same as for

bead-solvent and solvent-solvent pairs, but it can easily be changed. If the typical extension of

the spring is of about the interparticle distance chain crossing is almost impossible and chain

self-entanglement can be modeled.

In the final part of the work we present applications. In section 6 we show that the method

can correctly represent the statistics and the dynamic behavior of the chain. Also the effect of

geometrical confinement is investigated. In section 7 a more complex case is considered: the
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dynamics of the tethered DNA in shear flow. This case strongly relies on the wall model and

polymer-wall interactions. Specifically, we study the so called cyclic motion of the tethered

DNA. Doyle et al. [10] proposed that the tethered DNA changes between stretched and coiled

configurations by repetitive recirculating motion (the cyclic motion). This motion can be de-

scribed as follows. Typically, the chain is coiled and stays close to the wall until thermal fluctu-

ations drive it away from the surface into the region of stronger flow. Subsequently, it stretches

and its free end rotates back to the wall, and the chain recoils. An important question is whether

this motion is representative behavior of the tethered DNA, such as the tumbling behavior of

the free DNA in simple shear flow. In some earlier works periodic motion with a characteristic

period of the order of magnitude larger than the relaxation time was reported [75, 8]. But more

recent studies do not confirm the existence of periodic motions [47, 102]. Note the last two

works used improved experimental and simulation techniques. Lueth et al. [47] for the first

time visualized tethered DNA in flow gradient direction and Zhang et al. [102] showed the con-

sistency of the simulation results between different simulation methods: Brownian Dynamics,

Lattice Boltzmann, and direct Monte Carlo method.

For the tethered DNA our SDPD simulations show good agreement with experimental data

for the static parameters of the DNA (the extension, the distance from the wall, the beads

distribution), dynamic parameters (relaxation time) are consistent with molecular dynamics

and Brownian dynamics simulations. The cyclic motion is studied by analyzing the power

spectrum density, cross-power spectrum density, and cross-correlation function data, and it was

found that the cyclic motion is more likely an isolated event and not a representative behavior

of the tethered DNA in shear flow.
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3 Self-Diffusion of SDPD particles

In paper I [42] an analytical expression for the self-diffusion coefficient D in an SDPD liquid

was developed. The accuracy and the robustness of this prediction over a wide range of the

model parameters were tested numerically. The method allows for a systematic control of the

self-diffusion coefficient and the Schmidt number of the simulated liquid without the need to

perform preliminary computations.

In the introduction a brief review of existing methods to study transport properties of liquids

with a focus on the DPD is given. It is pointed out that for DPD the prediction of self-diffusion

and viscosity is still an open question. In the following the Smoothed Dissipative Particle

Dynamics method is introduced.

In the next part of the paper an analytical expression for diffusion coefficient following ap-

proach of Groot and Warren [22] is derived. Equation (10) of the paper is a Stokes-Einstein-type

relation which links diffusion coefficient, temperature, viscosity, and resolution parameter of

SDPD. It is a main result of the paper. Several simulations were performed to verify Equa-

tion (10) and it was found that it gives a correct prediction of the diffusion coefficients up to

Schmidt number about 106. Typical liquids have Schmidt number of 103 or larger. It was

checked that solid-like structures do not occur in the simulation by inspecting the radial dis-

tribution function. No indications of any secondary peaks produced by partially crystallized

structures were found.

I derived Equation (10), performed simulations, and prepared the journal publication.
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4 A Splitting scheme for SDPD

In paper II [44] an implicit numerical scheme for SDPD to increase the time-step size was pro-

posed. Simulations using the new method show close agreement with explicit-scheme results

for Couette and Poiseuille flow. The results of benchmarks for temperature control are also

presented. The radial distribution function of the mesoscopic model liquid is examined and

found to be in agreement with experimental results.

In the introduction a brief review the SDPD method is given, and it was show that SDPD

suffers from the same disadvantages as DPD. One of such disadvantages is the Schmidt number

problem., the difficulty to achieve realistic Schmidt number in simulations due to time step

constraints.

In the method section the SDPD method is introduced and the time step constraints aris-

ing from the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition and a time step constraint own to viscosity

diffusion are discussed. The last condition is dominant for microscopic simulations. A novel

implicit integration method which can be viewed as a combination of the Shardlow [77] and

Monaghan [56] schemes applied to SDPD is presented. The performance of the method for

conditions typical for microfluidic simulations is studied, and in particular the previously men-

tioned Schmidt number problem [86] is addressed. This new method is a main result of the

paper.

The key idea of the method is to split the integration process in such a way that the conserva-

tive forces are calculated separately from the dissipative and random force. For the conservative

terms the traditional explicit or semi-implicit techniques for SPH can be used. The random and

the viscous forces (fluctuation-dissipation part) are updated in a pairwise fashion of the par-

ticles at a given time. The structure of the resulting pair interaction is very simple, and it is

possible to obtain an implicit method that conserves momentum.
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In the next sections several numerical validations of the method are given and show that for

typical microfluidic conditions the method gives an acceptable overall accuracy for simulations

performed without thermal fluctuations, and allows the very large Schmidt number when ther-

mal fluctuations are included. Simulations of the polymer chain in shear and Poiseuille flow

are performed to show how the methods can be used in the situation when the Schmidt number

has a critical effect on the results.

I developed the method, wrote the necessary computer code, performed simulations and

analyzed the results, and prepared the journal publication.
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5 Wall-Bounded SDPD simulation

Paper III [43] is concerned with artifacts owing to the coarse-graining procedure for particle

based methods. One of such artifacts is particle ordering in the near-wall region. In simulations

of a polymer tethered at the wall undergoing shear flow this artifact is very pronounced: the

polymer sticks to the wall and exhibits over-extension for higher shear rates. It is reported that

a version of DPD with a so-called solidification boundary formulation and conservative-force

interactions based on the equation of state allows for reducing the number density fluctuations

in the near-wall region. The numerical model considered in this paper can be seen as a variant

of SDPD [28].

In the introduction the literature on the wall layering problem and previously proposed reme-

dies are reviewed. The remedies include: reflection of the particles at the wall, adaptive models

for wall-particle interactions, an extension of the phase-field approach to DPD, the multi-body

DPD method. A method is developed that replaces the classical expression for the conservative

force by a new one involving an equation of state and “freezes” the boundary particles after they

achieve thermal equilibrium, producing an amorphous solid structure. In contrast to existing

methods this approach can be used for unsteady problems and arbitrarily shaped boundaries.

In the methods section the governing equations and the model of the polymer chain are

presented. Details of the amorphous wall model are also given.

In the following section simulations of the 3D channel periodic in y and z directions and

wall in x direction are reported. It is concluded that the amorphous wall does not induce any

significantly ordered structure in the liquid close to the surface. The simulations section is

concerned with tethered polymers The amorphous wall eliminates the polymer-sticking effect

and does not result in polymer over-stretching. The average polymer extension as a function of

Weissenberg number agrees with experiments better than in the case of cubic-lattice wall.
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I proposed the amorphous-wall approach. It was the most successful of many attempts we

performed with co-authors to combat polymer sticking. I performed the simulation and ana-

lyzed the results, and prepared the journal publication.
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6 Free polymer simulation

In paper IV [41], the Smoothed Dissipative Particle Dynamics method for mesoscopic flows

is extended for a polymer molecule suspended in a Newtonian liquid. The method is used to

study the configurational behavior of the polymer chain in bulk and confined geometries. In

the unbounded case, exact static and dynamic scaling relations have been found according to

the Zimm theory. The effect of confined geometries on the conformational properties of the

polymer molecules has been analyzed showing results in agreement with previous numerical

experiments.

In the introduction a review of numerical methods for simulation of polymer chains is pro-

vided. In the method section the equations for the SDPD solvent and a model of the solid wall

are presented. The mechanical model of the polymer chain is a linear chain of polymer beads,

each bead representing a mixture of polymer monomers together with solvent molecules. Hy-

drodynamic interactions between polymer beads occur via viscous and pressure terms between

SDPD particles. Excluded-volume effects are directly taken into account through the pressure

terms, there is no need to introduce short-range Lennard-Jones forces between beads. The

model of the polymer chain is an original contribution of this paper.

In the following sections the conformational properties of the polymer molecule are inves-

tigated. First, the SDPD method is applied to the study of a polymer molecule in an infinite

solvent medium under zero-flow condition. The theoretically predicted universal scaling laws

for several polymer properties are tested numerically. The static and dynamic behavior of the

conformational polymer properties as well as the structure factor have been intensely studied

using a variety of methods and are compared here with the present results. Second, the effect

of geometric confinement is investigated. It is generally known that the confinement alters the

behavior of a polymer molecule which in a micro-channel extends along the channel axis to
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a substantial fraction of its contour length. Scaling laws for the dependence of the polymer

stretch upon the channel width have been proposed theoretically and validated numerically in

a number of situations. The two-dimensional static properties of a polymer molecule confined

in a micro-channel are investigated and the results are compared with previous theoretical and

numerical work.

I wrote the necessary computer code, contributed to the method development, performed the

simulations and analyzed the results, wrote manuscript of the journal publication.
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7 Tethered polymer in shear flow

In V [45] an application of the SDPD method to the simulation of tethered DNA dynamics

in shear flow is presented. The observed properties are in general agreement with previous

experimental, numerical and theoretical work. The cyclic motion phenomenon is studied by

power spectrum density and cross-correlation function analysis, which suggest that there is

only a very weak coherent motion of the tethered DNA for characteristic timescales larger than

the relaxation time. Cyclic motion is more likely an isolated event than a typical mode of DNA

motion.

In the introduction an overview of the work on tethered polymers in shear flow is given.

The method section outlines the SDPD method, the model for the polymer chain, and the

amorphous wall model. Validation of the setup is done for a case without flow: the distribution

of the polymer bead density and the distribution of the last bead are compared with theoretical

predictions.

The results section is a central part of the paper. The two-dimensional bead distribution,

the polymer extension, the normalized standard deviation of the extension are reported. Note

that in experiments the last quantity has a characteristic maximum which was reproduced in

our simulations. Furthermore, dynamical quantities of the polymer chain are reported: the

mean-square displacement of chain center of mass and the extension relaxation time.

The discussion session is mainly concerned with the possible cyclic motion of the chain. It

is defined as repeating changes between stretched and coiled configurations by a recirculating

motion. This motion can be described as follows. Typically, the chain is coiled and stays

close to the wall until thermal fluctuations drive it away from the surface into the region of

stronger flow. Subsequently, it stretches and its free end rotates back to the wall and the chain

recoils. As a first step to investigate the cyclic motion animated simulation data are visually
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examined. Although one can find examples of cyclic events these events appear to be isolated

and not representative since most of the time the DNA does not exhibit any repeating motion

patterns. The cross-power spectrum density (CPSD) and the power spectrum density (PSD)

of the autocorrelation function (ACF) are examined for indications of cyclic motion, and it is

concluded that there is no evidence of the cyclic motion.

I wrote the necessary computer code, performed the simulations, post-processed the data and

wrote the journal publication.
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8 Papers

8.1 Paper I
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Self-diffusion coefficient in smoothed dissipative particle dynamics
Sergey Litvinov,1 Marco Ellero,1,2,a� Xiangyu Hu,1 and Nikolaus A. Adams1
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Smoothed dissipative particle dynamics �SDPD� is a novel coarse grained method for the numerical
simulation of complex fluids. It has considerable advantages over more traditional particle-based
methods. In this paper we analyze the self-diffusion coefficient D of a SDPD solvent by using the
strategy proposed by Groot and Warren �J. Chem. Phys. 107, 4423 �1997��. An analytical expression
for D in terms of the model parameters is developed and verified by numerical simulations. © 2009
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3058437�

Soft matter systems, such as polymer suspensions, poly-
mer melts, colloids, or emulsions, are an extremely active
area of research for both academic and industrial purposes.
The interest in dealing with increasingly complex problems
in the micro- and macroscale has provided a strong stimulus
for the development of a wide class of numerical methods
specifically designed to model complex mesoscopic flow
physics. A straightforward computational tool to study the
transport properties of liquids is molecular dynamics �MD�.1

The obvious disadvantage of an atomistic representation of
the liquid is the overwhelming computational cost for prac-
tically relevant length and time scales of macroscopic experi-
ments. For simple configurations extensive studies by MD of
transport properties have been performed, e.g., a self-
diffusion coefficient has been extracted with high accuracy.2

The large scale separation between atomistic and typical
lengths occurring in soft matter systems has triggered the
development of a new class of so-called mesoscopic methods
allowing for simulations on much larger length and time
scales than MD. Lattice gas automata,3 lattice Boltzmann
methods,4,5 and multiparticle collision dynamics6 represent
some popular examples. Among them, dissipative particle
dynamics �DPD� �Ref. 7� is receiving considerable attention.
A DPD fluid is represented as a collection of particles, which
interact through conservative, dissipative, and stochastic
forces. Stochastic forces take into account the thermal fluc-
tuations, which describe diffusive processes at the mesos-
copic scales. The correct hydrodynamics is recovered at
larger scales due to the fact that linear and angular momenta
are locally conserved by the particle interactions. Equilib-
rium and transport properties of DPD systems have been
extensively studied in literature.8–10 Following the introduc-
tion of the method in Ref. 7, the basis of its statistical me-
chanics was established in Ref. 11.

A critical issue in DPD is the determination of the trans-
port coefficients of the simulated liquid. In Refs. 12 and 13
explicit predictions for the viscosity and the self-diffusion
coefficient in terms of the model parameters were given.
However, the validity of these analytical expressions is re-

stricted to the ideal-gas equation of state and to the limit of
small time step. Furthermore, as found in Ref. 14, the pre-
diction failed to reproduce correctly the diffusion coefficient
for the widely used velocity-Verlet integration scheme. In a
recent work Noguchi and Gompper15 studied the time step
dependence of the viscosity and diffusion coefficient. How-
ever, how to predict self-diffusion accurately in DPD is still
an open question.

A few years ago a generalization of the smoothed par-
ticle hydrodynamics methods �SPH� �Ref. 16� for flow prob-
lems occurring at mesoscopic scales was introduced as
smoothed dissipative particle dynamics �SDPD�.17 Despite a
resemblance with DPD, it has been shown that the new
method possesses several improved features: �i� SDPD is
based on a second-order discretization of the Navier–Stokes
equations such that the transport coefficients �i.e., viscosity,
thermal conductivity, etc.� are input parameters; �ii� hydro-
dynamic behavior is obtained at length scales of the same
order of particle dimension and no coarse-graining assump-
tion is needed; �iii� arbitrary expressions for the equation of
state can be adopted and they are not restricted to the specific
form used in DPD;13 and �iv� the fluid particles have a speci-
fied physical length and the thermal fluctuations scale cor-
rectly with this size.18

Concerning the transport properties of SDPD, viscosity
is an input parameter; therefore no kinetic theory or prelimi-
nary computations are necessary to evaluate viscosity. How-
ever, the self-diffusion coefficient D of a fluid particle cannot
be specified a priori and therefore needs to be estimated. It
should be noted that an accurate expression for D in terms of
the model parameters is crucial for the determination of the
Schmidt number Sc of the model liquid. For instance, the
value of Sc affects strongly the nonequilibrium properties of
suspended polymer molecules.14

The objective of this Communication is the following:
first, we will develop an analytical expression for the self-
diffusion coefficient D in a SDPD liquid and, second, we
will check numerically the accuracy and the robustness of
this prediction over a wide range of the model parameters.
The result allows for a systematic control of the self-
diffusion coefficient and the Schmidt number of the simu-a�Electronic mail: marco.ellero@aer.mw.tum.de.
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lated liquid without the need to perform preliminary compu-
tations.

In the following we briefly review the main SDPD equa-
tions. The discretized isothermal Navier–Stokes equations
�continuity and momentum� for a set of Lagrangian particles
have been given, for example, in Refs. 16 and 19 and they
read

�i = mi�
j

Wij , �1�

dvi

dt
= −

1

mj
�

j
� pi

�i
2 +

pj

� j
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�rij
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+
�
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�
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� 1
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2 +

1

� j
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rij

�Wij
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, �2�

where � is the dynamic viscosity, mi is the mass of a particle,
Wij is a kernel function, �i=� jWij is the inverse of the par-
ticle volume, and eij and rij are the normalized vector and
distance from particle i to particle j, respectively. � and p are
related by the equation of state: In this work p= p0�� /�0��

+b is adopted, where p0, �0, b, and � are model parameters,
which may be chosen such that the local mass density varia-
tion is smaller than a given magnitude. Equations �1� and �2�
represent the deterministic part of the particle dynamics. By
using the general equation for non-equilibrium reversible-
irreversible coupling formalism,20,21 thermal fluctuations can
be directly introduced in Eqs. �1� and �2� by adding the fol-

lowing terms:17 dm̃i=0 and dP̃i=� jBijdW�ijeij, where dW�ij is
the traceless symmetric part of an independent increment of
a Wiener process and Bij is defined as

Bij = �− 4kBT�� 1
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This expression represents the SDPD fluctuation-dissipation
theorem and guarantees that all the energy introduced by the
stochastic kicks on the particles is entirely dissipated by the
viscous terms in Eq. �2�.17 Unlike DPD, the tensorial gener-

alization of the Wiener process in dP̃i allows for a rigorous
identification of the irreversible part of the dynamics as a
second-order accurate SPH discretization of the Navier–
Stokes equations.

Let us present now a derivation of the self-diffusion co-
efficient for the SDPD fluid particles. The following notation
for the particle accelerations will be used:

dvi

dt
=

1

mi
�Fi

C + Fi
D + Fi

R�, dri = vidt , �4�

where Fi

C,D,R�=� jFij


C,D,R� are the total conservative, dissipa-
tive, and random force acting on particle i expressed as a
sum of contributions of interactions with all the particles.

According to the derivation given by Groot and Warren
in Ref. 13, we neglect the conservative forces and assume
that all the particles except particle i are at rest. Additionally,
by assuming that the density is uniformly distributed, one
can write the following:
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Using the fact that the dissipative part is linear in the
velocity differences, one can rewrite the equation in a Lange-
vin form as follows:
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In SPH/SDPD the kernel typically takes the form16

W�rij,h� =
1

h3 f� �rij�
h
� . �7�

By replacing the summation in the viscous and random
forces with an integration, we obtain

1

�
=
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The solution of the Langevin equation �6� leads therefore to
the following expression for the diffusion coefficient:

D =
�kBT

3m
=

�h2kBT

24�m��0

+�

f�s�ds�−1

. �9�

Finally, for the quintic spline kernel22 used in this work, we
obtain the following Stokes–Einstein-type relation:

D =
�h2kBT

12m�
. �10�

This represents the main result of this Communication. In
order to verify numerically this expression, the following
simulations are performed: A three-dimensional periodic box
domain is considered. We take kBT=1, box size L=1.25,
mass density �=1, number of particles N=15�15�15
=3375, and dynamic viscosity � varying between 6 and
2200. As an initial condition a uniform distribution with the
particles placed on a cubic lattice is taken. Particle mass is
m=�L3 /N, where h=L /15 is the kernel cutoff radius. With
this choice of input parameters, Eq. �10� simplifies to D�
=1.
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FIG. 1. Mean square displacement for different values of the viscosity: �
=2200.2, 48.9, 24.7, 16.5, 12.4, 10.0, 8.3, 7.1, and 6.2 �from top to bottom�.
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The system is advanced in time and the mean square
particle displacement MSD= ��r�t�−r�0��2� is calculated for
different viscosities. The results are plotted in Fig. 1. We
found that the domain size effects are negligible and do not
affect the results.

The values of the diffusion coefficient for the different
simulations performed are computed by fitting the MSD in
the limiting linear regime and are plotted against the inverse
viscosity in Fig. 2. The best linear approximation to the data
is �D=1.02	0.03, which is in good agreement with the
prediction of Eq. �10� and confirms the validity of the ap-
proximation made by neglecting the conservative terms in
Eq. �5�. Simulations were repeated for temperatures kBT
=0.5, 2 with the same results.

As mentioned above, an accurate analytical expression
of D provides an easy way to control the Schmidt number.
This is defined as Sc=
 /D, where 
=� /� is the kinematic
viscosity and gives an estimate of the time scale of momen-
tum diffusion with respect to mass diffusion. In a liquid such
as water Sc should be on the order of 103 or larger. With
DPD, Sc does not always agree with the theoretical
predictions14 so that for an unambiguous characterization of
the diffusional properties of the solvent, extensive prelimi-
nary computations are needed. In the results reported here,
very good agreement has been found between the diffusion
coefficient evaluated from the simulations and the theoretical

predictions over a wide range of viscosities. Therefore one
can specify a priori the simulated Schmidt number. Its val-
ues for the different viscosities considered are shown in Fig.
3 and indicate that, for the largest values of �, Sc�106 as
encountered in real experiments. It should be pointed out that
the Schmidt number defined in terms of Eq. �10� depends on
the fluid particle size h, which is consistent with the physical
view that large patches of fluid display less fluctuations
than small ones and, consequently, different diffusion
properties.18

As a last remark, we noticed that in Ref. 23 the authors
were concerned about the existence of a solidlike structure in
DPD simulations at high coarse-graining levels. When a
solid structure develops the MSD, after an initial increase, it
remains approximately constant, which could produce a mis-
leading result of a very small self-diffusion coefficient and,
consequently, large Sc. We have explicitly checked that this
situation does not occur in our simulations: first, by looking
at the MSD �always linearly increasing with time� and, sec-
ond, by inspecting the radial distribution function g�r�. No
indications of secondary peaks �typically indicating partially
crystallized structures� were found, as can be seen from the
plot in Fig. 4.
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a b s t r a c t

Smoothed particle dynamics refers to Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) when sim-
ulating macroscopic flows and to Smoothed Dissipative Particle Dynamics (SDPD) when
simulating mesoscopic flows. When the considered flow is highly dissipative, this other-
wise very attractive method faces a serious time-step limitation. This difficulty, known
in literature as Schmidt number problem for Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD), prevents
the application of SDPD for important cases of liquid micro-flows. In this paper we propose
a splitting scheme which allows to increase significantly the admissible time-step size for
SPH and SDPD. Macroscopic and mesoscopic validation cases, and numerical simulations of
polymer in shear flows suggest that this scheme is stable and accurate, and therefore effi-
cient simulations at Schmidt numbers of order O(106) are possible.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Smoothed particle dynamics is a fully Lagrangian, grid free method, where a smoothing kernel is introduced to approx-
imate functions and their spatial derivatives from data carried by neighboring particles. It is referred to as Smoothed Particle
Hydrodynamics (SPH) when simulating macroscopic flows [1], and as Smoothed Dissipative Particle Dynamics (SDPD) when
simulating mesoscopic flows [2,3]. SDPD also can be viewed as a modification of Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD), a pop-
ular mesoscopic particle-based method [4]. Compared to DPD, in SDPD transport coefficients can be prescribed as input
parameters rather than being an indirect result of other model parameters. Thermal fluctuations can be introduced adap-
tively according to the size of the fluid particles.

When the smoothed particle dynamics method is used to simulate low-Reynolds-number and mesoscopic liquid flows,
the time-step size limit for stable time integration is usually determined by the viscous effects as such flows are highly dis-
sipative. Specifically, this issue is referred to as Schmidt number problem in DPD [5,6] and obviously also applies to SDPD.
The Schmidt number is defined as the ratio of momentum diffusivity (viscosity) and mass diffusivity

Sc ¼ l
Dq

; ð1Þ

where l is dynamic viscosity, q is density and D is the diffusion coefficient. Typical Sc number achieved by SDPD and DPD
simulations are of order O(1), which is similar to that of a gas rather than a liquid with Sc �O(103).

Peters [7] suggested that the diffusion coefficient D appearing in the definition of Sc refers to the molecular diffusivity and
therefore is an ill-defined quantity for coarse-grained systems. Accordingly, one would not need to achieve realistically
large Sc to capture correct hydrodynamic interactions [8–10]. However, it has been pointed out by Groot and Warren
[11] that in order to achieve a realistic liquid behavior it is essential to recover the correct magnitude of Sc in DPD simulation.
Furthermore, it was observed by Symeonidis et al. [5,12] that an agreement between simulations and experiments with
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respect to the non-equilibrium properties of a DNA molecule in a shear flow requires Sc numbers with a magnitude of that
for a liquid.

For increasing Sc in DPD simulation one could generate a higher viscosity by increasing the stiffness of the conservative
force or the number density of DPD particles, or the dissipative force. Since the represented length scale decreases with the
increase of the former two quantities, these approaches contradict the intended coarse-graining property of the DPD method.
Therefore, a common approach for increasing Sc is to increase the magnitude of the dissipative force. However, if the DPD
particle velocity is updated explicitly, as in the traditional velocity-Verlet method [11], the time integration requires a very
small, computationally inefficient time-step size to achieve correct equilibrium properties. To cope with this difficulty,
Pagonabarraga et al. [13] have proposed an iterative method where the particle velocity is updated implicitly. However, it
is found that such a method is not very practical due to large computational cost. Lowe [14] developed an alternative
DPD method where the dissipative and random forces of the traditional DPD method are replaced by a pairwise momen-
tum-conservative Andersen thermostat, which relates the resulting viscosity to a prescribed random relaxation parameter.
Due to the Andersen thermostat the method recovers the correct kinetic temperature independently of the time-step size
and can be used for simulating a DPD fluid with high Sc. One issue of this method is that the deterministic dissipative term
in DPD is replaced by a stochastic term which may lead to strong spatial–temporal fluctuations of the dissipation rate when
the time-step size is large.

More recently, a splitting scheme for DPD was proposed by Shardlow [15]. While updating the contribution of the con-
servative force explicitly, similarly to that of Lowe’s method, this method updates the contributions of the dissipative and
random forces in pairwise fashion. By this procedure the original DPD formulation of dissipative and random forces is pre-
served. Nikunen et al. [16] showed that the accuracy and performance of Shardlow’s scheme is superior to that of several
other schemes commonly used in DPD. However, compared to that of Lowe’s method, the kinetic temperature is still signif-
icantly overestimated when a large time-step size is used. It is interesting to note that in an earlier work of Monaghan [17] a
splitting scheme similar to that of Shardlow [15] was described for handling the drag force on dust particles when modeling
dust-gas flow with an SPH method. To recover very large drag coefficients the pairwise interactions are computed by sweep-
ing over all the dust-gas particle pairs several times. Although this method originally has been developed for a drag-force
model an extension to general viscous flows appears to be straightforward.

In this work we present a splitting scheme for the smoothed particle dynamic method which can be viewed as a combi-
nation and extension of Shardlow’s and Monaghan’s schemes. The scheme achieves significantly larger time-step sizes than
is possible by the standard predictor–corrector and velocity-Verlet schemes, and can be applied for general macroscopic and
mesoscopic viscous flows. To demonstrate the robustness and efficiency of the method, a number of validation tests and
examples for macroscopic and microscopic flows are given.

2. SPH and SDPD

For SPH the temporal evolution of discrete-particle location and properties is given by

dri

dt
¼ vi; ð2aÞ

qi ¼ mi

X
j

Wij ¼ miri; ð2bÞ

dvi

dt
¼ � 1

mi

X
j

pi

r2
i

þ
pj

r2
j

 !
@Wij

@rij
eij þ

l
mi

X
j

1
r2

i

þ 1
r2

j

 !
vij

rij

@Wij

@rij
; ð2cÞ

representing a Lagrangian discretization of the Navier–Stokes equations for isothermal, weakly compressible flow [3]. Here,
eij and rij are the normalized vector and distance from particle i to particle j, respectively. ri,vi,mi,qi and pi are position, veloc-
ity, mass, density and pressure of a particle i, respectively. ri is the inverse of particle volume, and Wij = W(rij,h) is a kernel
function with smoothing length h. An isothermal equation of state is given as

p ¼ p0
q
q0

� �c

þ b; ð3Þ

where p0,q0, b and c are parameters which may be chosen based on a scale analysis so that the density variation is less than a
given value, usually 1% [18].

Within the SDPD formulation [2] Eq. (2) presents the deterministic part of the particle dynamics. Using the GENERIC for-
malism [19,20] thermal fluctuations can be taken into account by postulating the following expressions for mass and
momentum fluctuations

d ~mi ¼ 0; ð4aÞ

dePi ¼
X

j

BijdWijeij; ð4bÞ

where dWij is the traceless symmetric part of a tensor of independent increments of a Wiener process, and Bij is defined as
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Bij ¼ �4kBTl
1
r2

i

þ 1
r2

j

 !
1
rij

@W
@rij

" #1=2

; ð5Þ

wherekB is Boltzmann constant and T is a prescribed fluid temperature [3]. Note that the evolution equations for SPH and
SDPD can be written in a generic form as

dvi ¼
1

mi
FC

i dt þ FD
i dt þ dePi

� �
; ð6aÞ

dri ¼ vidt; ð6bÞ

where FC
i ¼

P
j

pi
r2

i
þ pj

r2
j

� �
@Wij

@rij
eij is the conservative force and the FD

i ¼
P

j
1
r2

i
þ 1

r2
j

� �
vij

rij

@Wij

@rij
is the dissipative force as given by the

right hand side of Eq. (2c)
When Eq. (6) is integrated by standard explicit schemes, such as a predictor–corrector scheme for SPH or velocity-Verlet

for SDPD, the time-step size is constrained by the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition

Dt 6 Dtc ¼ 0:25
h
c
; c ¼ 10Vmax; ð7Þ

where c is a chosen speed of sound, Vmax is the maximum flow speed, and

Dt 6 Dtl ¼ 0:125
qh2

l
: ð8Þ

Since typical micro-fluidic problems are characterized by very small Reynolds numbers and dominated by viscous effects
[18], it is desirable to relax the viscous time-step limit D tl for numerical simulation.

3. Splitting scheme

The fundamental concept of the splitting approach is that the contribution of the conservative force is updated separately
from that of the dissipative and the random forces (time-splitting). The latter are updated implicitly in a pairwise fashion
(operator-splitting).

The splitting scheme can be described as follows. First, an intermediate velocity ~vi, due to dissipative and random forces,
is obtained in a pairwise fashion by sweeping over all pairs of neighboring particles a certain number of times (Ns). For a
specific particle pair their velocities are updated according to the following two-step procedure. The first step is explicit,
and can be written as

v0i ¼ vi þ
1
2

1
mi

FD
ij DtNs þ

1
2

dePij

mi
; ð9aÞ

v0j ¼ vj �
1
2

1
mj

FD
ij DtNs �

1
2

dePij

mj
; ð9bÞ

where DtNs ¼ Dt=Ns is the sub-time-step size, and dePij is the momentum fluctuation between the particle pair. The second
step is implicit, and can be written as

~vi ¼ v0i þ
1
2

1
mi

fFD
ij DtNs þ

1
2

dePij

mi
; ð10aÞ

~vj ¼ v0j �
1
2

1
mj

fFD
ij DtNs �

1
2

dePij

mj
; ð10bÞ

where ~vi; ~vj on both sides of Eq. (10) are updated simultaneously. Monaghan [17] used an updating similar to Eq. (10), where
no thermal fluctuations are present and fFD

ij is given by a drag-force model rather than by an expression for a general viscous
force such as used here, see Eq. (2). As there are only two unknowns for two equations the solution of Eq. (10) is straight-
forward and stable, independently of DtNs . For l!1 the resulting velocities at the end of a single pair-update are

~vj ¼ ~vi ¼
mivi þmjvj

mi þmj
; ð11Þ

a property also obtained by Lowe [14] after relaxation and before thermalization.
Using ~vi, a half-time-step velocity is obtained from half of the conservative-force acceleration (first part of velocity-Verlet

scheme)

vnþ1=2
i ¼ ~vi þ

1
2

1
mi

FC
i Dt; ð12Þ

where D t is time step, and FC
i is the total conservative force evaluated from the particle position rn

i . The new-time-step par-
ticle position is updated
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rnþ1
i ¼ rn

i þ vnþ1=2
i Dt: ð13Þ

At last, the new-time-step velocity is obtained from

vnþ1
i ¼ vnþ1=2

i þ 1
2

1
mi

FC;nþ1
i Dt; ð14Þ

where FC;nþ1
i is evaluated at the new-time-step particle position rnþ1

i .
Eq. (10) is an operator-splitting approach similar to that of Shardlow [15] where the particle velocities are solved implic-

itly and locally in a pairwise fashion instead over the entire domain. An important difference is that here the pairwise updat-
ing of the particle velocities is performed in Ns sweeps for all particle pairs. For macroscopic flow simulations, optimum
accuracy can be obtained by an adaptive sweeping scheme following Whitehouse et. al. [21]. For every time step consecu-
tively Ns = 2m and Ns ¼ 2mþ1 sweeps are performed, with m increasing until the relative error between the evaluated veloc-
ities is less then a specific dimensionless tolerance e. The last calculated velocity is adopted and at the next time step the
index m is decreased by one. It is found that a tolerance e = 5 � 10�3 gives a good compromise between computational effi-
ciency and accuracy. Note that the relaxed viscous stability on one hand allows for large time-step sizes, on the other hand
may increase the temporal truncation error for large time-step sizes. For mesoscopic flow simulations, it is difficult to specify
discrete tolerance e a priori. For such cases our numerical experiments, as also will be shown in next sections, suggest that a
fixed parameter Ns = 5 is sufficient to achieve Sc up to order O(106).

4. Validation tests

The splitting scheme is tested by macroscopic Poiseuille and Couette flows and a mesoscopic temperature control test. For
the macroscopic cases, the overall accuracy is measured by using an L1-norm error defined as

L1 ¼
PN

i¼1 Uth
i � USPH

i

��� ���PN
i¼1 Uth

i

��� ��� ; ð15Þ

where Uth
i ;U

SPH
i are the theoretical and the simulated velocity fields evaluated at the particle positions ri, and N is the total

number of particles. For the mesoscopic case the accuracy of the splitting scheme is measured by the difference between the
measured kinetic temperature of the SDPD particle and the input value. Another validation, which is considered as an impor-
tant issue in DPD [22], is the qualitative comparison between the computed radial distribution functions (RDF) of the SDPD
particles and that which is typically obtained for liquids.

4.1. Poiseuille flow

For the first macroscopic case we consider a Poiseuille flow between two walls at y = 0 and y = L. The flow is initially at
rest and suddenly driven by a constant body force F parallel to the x-axis. Periodic boundary conditions are employed in the
flow direction. The flow parameters are chosen as F = 10�4, L = 10�3, q = 103 and l = 10�6, which gives a maximum velocity at
steady state of Vmax = FL2/l. The Reynolds number is Re = Lvmax/g = 1.25 � 10�2, which is typical for micro-fluidic systems. A
series of simulations are performed with increasing particle numbers Nx = Ny = 10, 20, 40, 80 (note that the particles initially
are on a lattice), e = 5 � 10�3 and time-step sizes ranging from Dt ¼ Dtl ¼ 7:8125� 10�5 to 16Dtl.

A comparison between the computed velocity profile with Ny ¼ 40 and Dt ¼ 4Dtl at time tm ¼ 0:63 and the theoretical
solution is shown in Fig. 1(top). At this time the velocity profile is found to be very close to the steady state solution
[18]. Fig. 2 (top) and Fig. 3(top) show the behavior of L1-errors with increasing space and time resolution, which suggest
at least first-oder convergence.

4.2. Couette flow

For the second macroscopic test case we consider a Couette flow between two walls at y = 0 and y = L, where one wall is at
rest and the other is moving at constant speed V0. Periodic boundary conditions are employed in the flow direction. The
flow parameters are chosen as l ¼ 10�6;V0 ¼ 1:25� 10�5; L ¼ 10�3 and q ¼ 103, which gives a Reynolds number of
Re ¼ V0L=l ¼ 1:25� 10�2 as in the first case. Similarly as in the first case, a series of simulations are performed with
Nx ¼ Ny ¼ 10;20;40;80; e ¼ 5� 10�3 and time-step sizes ranging from Dt ¼ Dtl ¼ 7:8125� 10�5 to 16Dtl.

The comparison between SPH and the analytical solution of the velocity at time instant tm ¼ 0:06 is shown in Fig. 1 (bot-
tom). The L1-norm errors at tm ¼ 0:06 are shown in Fig. 2 (bottom) and Fig. 3 (bottom). Again, first-order convergence is
obtained.

4.3. Temperature control of SDPD fluid

A mesoscopic box of fluid is considered. The simulation parameters are kBT ¼ 1, box size is L = 1.25, density q = 1, number
of particles N ¼ 15� 15� 15 ¼ 3375, which give the input average thermal velocity v i

kin ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3kBT=m

p
, where m is mass of a
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Fig. 1. Comparison of SPH and theoretical solutions for the Poiseuille flow (top) and the Couette flow (bottom) at time tm = 0.63 and tm = 0.06, respectively
ðNy ¼ 40;Dt ¼ 4DtlÞ.

Fig. 2. Comparison of the L1-norm error for the Poiseuille flow (top) and Couette flow (bottom) as a function of NyðDt ¼ 4DtlÞ.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the L1-norm error for the Poiseuille flow (top) and Couette flow (bottom) as a function of DtðNy ¼ 40Þ.
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particle. In order to study the potential of the splitting scheme a large range of viscosities, from l = 6.25 to 2.2 � 103, has
been used. The time step used is based on the CFL condition and kept constant for all simulations. To obtain Sc from Eq.
(1), the self-diffusion coefficient is measured by fitting the mean-square displacement of the particles.

The relation of the number of sweeps Ns to the predicted kinetic temperature Tkin ¼ mv s
kin2=3kB, where v s

kin is the average
thermal velocity of the particles, for the maximum input viscosity l ¼ 2:2� 103 is shown in Fig. 4.

It is found that the measured kinetic temperature converges to the input value Tth with increasing Ns. Note that reason-
ably small errors below 5% are achieved with Ns = 5, where the total computational effort increases by less than 20%. Further
numerical experiments show that even fewer Ns sweeps are required for accurate temperature control at smaller viscosities.
The relation between Sc and the input viscosity is shown in Fig. 5, suggesting that a Sc of order O(106) has been achieved.

The computed RDF of the SDPD particles is shown in Fig. 6, which is not affected by the implicit treatment of the viscous
terms and preserves the shape typical for liquids.

5. Polymer in simple shear flow

In this case, the effect of Sc on a polymer chain in simple shear flow is studied. A mesoscopic box of fluid with a 5-bead
free polymer in simple shear is considered similarly as in [12]. The polymer is modeled by a chain of double-linked beads [9]
which have all properties of SDPD particles, and additionally are subjected to interaction forces with neighboring polymer
beads according to the FENE potential

UFENE ¼ �
1
2

kR2
0ln 1� r

R0

� �2
" #

; ð16Þ

Fig. 4. Difference between the measured averaged kinetic temperature (solid line) and the input temperature (dash line) with increasing number of sweeps.

Fig. 5. Relation between the computed Schmidt number of the SDPD fluid and the inputed viscosity (the inversed values is shown on x axis).
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where r is the distance between neighboring beads, R0 is the maximum spring extension, and k is the spring constant. This
model of polymer in suspension produces correct scaling laws for static and dynamic properties, see [9] for further details.
Other simulation parameters are kBT ¼ 1, box size L = 0.75, mass density q = 1, shear rate _c ¼ 0:5 and number of particles
N ¼ 15� 15� 15 ¼ 3375. Periodic boundary conditions are employed in the flow direction and the spanwise direction,
and a Lees–Edwards boundary condition [23] is applied at the upper and lower boundaries.

Table 1 summarizes the relations between the values of Sc and gyration radius of a free polymer in static solution hRgi and
in a simple shear flow hRflow

g i.
It is found that the average size of the polymer in static fluid is nearly independent of Sc. However, when the polymer is in

a shear flow, its gyration radius increases dramatically with Sc of the solvent, which is in good agreement with the results of
[12].

Fig. 6. Computed radial distribution function for the SDPD fluid with l ¼ 2:2� 103 and Sc number of order O(106).

Table 1
Gyration radius of a free polymer in static solution and in simple shear flow.

Sc 1.225 � 103 2.5 � 103 2.5 � 105 1.0 � 106

hRgi 0.0048 0.0052 0.0048 0.0048

hRflow
g i 0.0057 0.0058 0.0092 0.0120

Fig. 7. Effect of Sc on the polymer density profile in Poiseuille flow, where x = 0 and 4 correspond the channel walls, for the cases Sc = 4.8 and 43,
respectively.
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6. Polymer in Poiseuille flow

The SDPD simulation of a polymer in a Poiseuille flow is set up in a box with dimensions Lx � Ly � Lz, where Ly = 4.0,
Lz = 8.0, and Lx = 4.0 is the distance between the walls (at y = 0 and y = Ly). The flow is driven by a body force in the direction
of the z axis. Periodic boundary conditions are employed in the flow direction and the spanwise direction. The number of
particles is Nx � Ny � Nz ¼ 10� 10� 20, and 20 of them were connected to form a polymer in dilute solution. To illustrate
the effect on the distribution of the polymer beads in the channel two simulations are performed with Sc of 4.8 and 43,
respectively. The spanwise distribution of polymer mass is shown in Fig. 7. It is found that the depletion region at the center
of the channel is more pronounced with low Sc, and the polymer concentration tends to be higher in the center with smaller
off-center peaks with high Sc. These results are in agreement with those in the recent study of Millan and Laradji [24], and
suggest a strong influence of Sc on the polymer behavior in a shear flow.

7. Concluding remarks

We have developed a splitting scheme for highly dissipative smoothed particle dynamics. In the time-splitting part of the
scheme, the contribution of the conservative force is updated separately from that of the dissipative and random forces. In
the operator-splitting part of the scheme the particle velocities are updated by sweeping over all particle pairs within the
domain in a pairwise fashion with an explicit/implicit two-step algorithm. The number of sweeps in the present scheme
is adjusted adaptively to achieve higher accuracy. Numerical experiments show that the present scheme has a great poten-
tial in addressing realistic dissipative mesoscopic flow problems without significantly increasing the computational effort.
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Particle-layering effect in wall-bounded dissipative particle dynamics
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Dissipative particle dynamics �DPD� is a mesoscopic simulation method that describes “clusters” of mol-
ecules as a single numerical particle. DPD is a very effective method but it introduces numerical artifacts
through the coarse-graining procedure, such as particle ordering in the near-wall region. These artifacts can
result in nonphysical phenomena during a simulation of a polymer tethered to the wall undergoing shear flow:
polymer sticking and overextension for higher shear rates. In this paper we report that a version of DPD with
a so-called solidification boundary formulation and conservative-force interactions based on the equation of
state allows to reduce number density fluctuations in near-wall region significantly.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Layering of liquids near a solid surface is a very well
known phenomena in nanofluids and it has been intensively
studied experimentally and numerically �1�. The effect is as-
sociated to large fluctuations arising in the molecular number
density which are ultimately due to a structure induced in the
liquid by the presence of the solid wall. The strong inhomo-
geneities of nanofluids caused by layering effects produce
phenomena that are not observed in the continuum, as for
example depletion layers, modified transport coefficients
�e.g., viscosity� and slip flow �2,3�. It has been often shown
that the amount of layering observed in molecular-dynamics
simulations of confined fluids depends strongly on the type
of wall as well as on the wall-liquid microscopic interaction
parameters, and decreases rapidly as the distance from the
surface exceeds typically a few molecule sizes �4�. At larger
distances the number density becomes almost constant and
the fluid behaves like a continuum. Although this phenomena
is to be expected on the molecular level, it must be seen as
an artifact on larger scales �5�.

Recently, numerical methods operating on a coarse-
grained level have been developed which try to achieve
larger spatiotemporal scales by reducing the number of ato-
mistic degrees of freedom. An important method in this class
is dissipative particle dynamics �DPD�. DPD is a relatively
new mesoscopic method �6� that uses Lagrangian discretiza-
tion elements �particles� to represent a cluster of molecules
rather than individual fluid constituents, allowing for the
simulation of complex systems at length and time scales in-
accessible to molecular-dynamics �MD� methods. DPD cap-
tures important properties of the microscopic flow but it is
known to produce numerical artifacts and anomalous behav-
ior under specific situations. For example the implementation
of no-slip boundary conditions in DPD remains a challenge.
Unlike MD, the soft potential used in DPD does not prevent
particle penetration into the solid boundaries, hence some
effort must be made to enforce them correctly. Approaches
based on increased density of wall particles or increased in-
teraction strength between fluid and wall particles have been
proposed in the past, leading, however, to depletion of par-
ticles and layering effects �7�. As suggested above, although
the presence of wall-induced layering is physically reason-

able at atomistic distances from the solid wall, it should not
occur at the typical scales of the DPD particles which are
orders of magnitude larger.

It should be noted that layering is frequently observed for
many particle-based techniques, such as for example the con-
tinuum smoothed particle hydrodynamics �SPH� method �8�.
In this method, however, particle layering does not produce
inaccurate results as long as the macroscopic mass fluid den-
sity is kept constant and the fluid flow properties �e.g., ve-
locity, pressure fields� are concerned. In spite of this, there
are several physical situations in which, rather than the local
hydrodynamic properties, the exact Lagrangian dynamics of
a single fluid particle is the central focus of the investigation.
In such cases the artificial ordering exhibited by coarse-
grained particle methods introduces spurious effects which
must be avoided. Some attempts to remedy these problems
involve, for example, reflection of particles near the wall �9�,
adaptive models for wall-particle interactions �7,10�, exten-
sion of the phase-field approach to DPD �11� and the multi-
body DPD method �12�. In �13� the authors considered sev-
eral types of boundary conditions combined with a bounce-
back reflection rule and found that boundary conditions
based on frozen wall particles after a preprocessing stage
were able to eliminate the number density fluctuations in the
near-wall region. Duong-Hong and co-authors �14� imple-
mented a two-layer frozen-particle structure as a boundary
condition and reported a reduction of number density fluc-
tuations. Nevertheless, a bounce-back of penetrating par-
ticles was still required.

The objective of this paper is to present a method to solve
simultaneously the wall penetration and the unphysical
particle-layering problems in coarse-grained DPD simula-
tions. This is achieved by replacing the classical expression
for the conservative force by a new one involving an equa-
tion of state �described in detail �15��. Additionally, instead
of using frozen particles on a lattice to model a solid wall,
boundary particles are solidified after achieving thermal
equilibrium, producing a final amorphous solid structure.
This last idea is not entirely new and has been employed in
one of the original papers on DPD �6�. However, unlike pre-
vious approaches, the method presented in this work does
ensure complete wall impermeability, removes unwanted
layering effects, and can be used for unsteady problems and
arbitrary-shape boundaries.
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To illustrate the proposed method we consider the dynam-
ics of a tethered DNA molecule under constant shear flow.
The level of coarse graining for practical simulations of a
DNA macromolecule by DPD �5,16,17� requires that the
typical size of a DPD particle exceeds the thickness of the
atomistic wall monolayer and therefore nanoscopic surface
effects are not likely to be important. Moreover, no anoma-
lous behavior for the monomer densities close to the wall has
been reported in recent experimental observations of a
single-molecule motion �18�.

As a final remark, it should be noted that, recently,
Delgado-Buscalioni and Coveney �19� reported overexten-
sion in MD and hybrid MD-continuum simulations of a teth-
ered DNA molecule under large shear flow when compared
with experiments. Near-wall layering of solvent particles was
suggested as principal cause of the anomalous behavior. The
results presented in this paper confirm this explanation.

II. METHOD

A. Fluid solvent modeling

We employ a modification of the DPD method involving
an equation of state in the expression of the conservative
forces, similarly to the one used in the smoothed dissipative
particles dynamics �SDPD� method �15,20�. The equations of
motion for a set of solvent particles characterized by
positions/velocities �ri ,vi� can be written in a general form
as

dri

dt
= vi,

mi
dvi

dt
= �

j

�Fij
C + Fij

D + Fij
R�eij , �1�

where mi is mass of the particle, eij the unit vector joining
particle i and j and Fij

�C,D,R� are the conservative, dissipative,
and random interactions between them, given by

Fij
D = ��

Aij

rij
�eij · vij� ,

Fij
R = �2kBT��1/2�− �

Aij

rij
	1/2

�ij ,

Fij
C = � pimi

2

�i
2 +

pjmj
2

� j
2 	 �W

�rij
. �2�

Here, � denotes the fluid viscosity, T the temperature, kB the
Boltzmann constant, pi the pressure for a given particle and
vij =vi−v j. Aij = �mi

2 /�i
2+mj

2 /� j
2� �W

�rij
, � is calibration parameter

and �ij is a Gaussian variable with zero mean and a variance
equal to �t−1 where �t is the time step �15�. A quintic spline
kernel function W�r ,h� is adopted �21�, where Wij =W�ri
−r j ,h�, h being the cutoff radius, and the mass density �i is
evaluated by the summation formula

�i = mi�
j

Wij . �3�

Particle pressures are finally calculated from the following
ideal gas equation of state:

pi = c�i, �4�

where c is the artificial speed of sound which should be
sufficiently large in order to keep relative mass density fluc-
tuations below 3% �21�.

It turns out that Eqs. �2� correspond to the typical choice
adopted in SDPD and represent a Lagrangian discretization
of the fluctuating hydrodynamics equations �20�. Note that,
unlike standard DPD schemes, here the conservative terms
appearing in Eq. �2� depend on the local particle density �i
and are truly multibody. By choosing the speed of sound
properly, the pressure term reacts strongly to small variations
in the density, by increasing the local particle repulsion in
areas of large concentration and vice versa. This strategy,
successfully employed also in SPH �8�, prevents fluid par-
ticles to penetrate solid walls completely, without the need to
introduce extra bounce-back rules.

B. Tethered polymer model

The model of the polymer consists of a linear chain of Nb
DPD particles interacting by finitely extendable nonlinear
elastic springs �FENE potential� �22�

U�r� = −
HR0

2

2
ln�1 −

r2

R0
2	 . �5�

In order to simulate a tethered polymer, the first bead of the
chain is located at the wall surface and is not allowed to
move.

C. Amorphous wall model

In this paper we consider two alternative ways to model
solid walls, namely:

�i� particles frozen on lattice positions within the solid
region �denoted as “simple cubic”�, and

�ii� particles frozen after initial equilibration of the par-
ticle distribution �denoted as “random”�.

In the latter case, a preliminary run is performed without
flow where both, solid and fluid particles are allowed to
move according to Eqs. �1�. Spatial equilibration is moni-
tored by looking at the evolution of standard order param-
eters indicating the melt of the initial lattice structure. When
a melted state is achieved, solid particles are frozen in their
current positions and the shear-flow simulation started.

The present procedure produces an amorphous solid
structure with effective wall roughness of about half the av-
erage particle distance �x, therefore below the relevant dis-
cretization length h. In other words: roughness introduced in
this way does not correspond to a physically “resolved” wall-
roughness �which could be reproduced only on scale of sev-
eral DPD particles� but it is a numerical wall property which
can be controlled in order to impose correct boundary con-
ditions. In the next section the implementation of cubic and
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random wall models is investigated on the coarse-grained
dynamics of a tethered polymer.

III. SIMULATIONS

We consider a three-dimensional �3D� channel geometry
defined by a physical domain Lx�Ly �Lz=1�1.75�1 cor-
responding to a total number of DPD fluid particles �exclud-
ing wall particles� equal to 14 000. Periodicity is applied in
the y and z directions, while in the x directions wall bound-
ary conditions are imposed. A Couette flow is applied by
moving the wall opposite to the polymer tethered location
�x� =Lx� with constant velocity V in the y direction, and the
flow gradient is in the x direction. In the following simula-
tions the fluid mass density is set to 1.0, viscosity is 1.0,
temperature is 0.3, wall velocity V=20 corresponding to a
shear rate 	̇=20, and sound speed c=2000. Average fluid
particle spacing is �r=0.05 and cutoff radius h=3�r=0.15.
The parameters of the FENE chain are R0=2�r=0.1 and
HR0

2=15. Simulations are performed for a chain with a num-
ber of beads Nb=30. A velocity-Verlet algorithm is used to
integrate the equations of motion with dimensionless time
step �t=6.25�10−5 chosen according to the stability condi-
tion based on sound speed �21�. All the quantities mentioned
above are dimensionless. We take the channel gap Ly as the
unit of length, the fluid mass density � as unit of density and
the thermal energy kBT as the unity of energy.

In order to extract averaged quantities, three sets of simu-
lations are separately run for the “cubic” and “random” wall
models for a duration of 106 time steps each: the first 105

time steps are not considered in the averages.

A. Near-wall layering

In the Fig. 1 averaged profiles for the mass density, par-
ticle number density, and temperature for the two wall mod-
els described above are shown. Note that, whereas the mass
density � evaluated by Eq. �3� is almost constant and inde-
pendent of the boundary conditions adopted �top inset�, the

number density evaluated as histogram by counting the num-
ber of particles present in every bin and averaging in time,
shows large fluctuations close to the wall surfaces. Although
this local particle ordering has no practical effects when hy-
drodynamic properties of the fluid are concerned, strong ar-
tifacts can be expected for situations where the exact dynam-
ics of a fluid particle is required, as for instance the polymer-
bead motion near the wall. In this context, Fig. 1 shows that
the choice of the “random” wall model �dotted line� is able to
reduce strongly the layering effect. The amorphous wall does
not induce any significantly ordered structure in the liquid
adjacent to the surface as it is evident by the strongly re-
duced density peaks which show now maximal fluctuations
smaller than 5% �note the first peak for the “cubic” wall
model was exceeding the bulk value for more than 60%�. As
already mentioned, hydrodynamic quantities are not affected
by this artificial layering. In the two bottom insets of Fig. 1
the temperature along the normal directions to the channel
wall is shown to exhibit almost flat profiles and no visible
effects of the particular choice of the boundary conditions
are observed. This is different to the temperature profiles
showed for example in �23� or �7� where deviations corre-
sponding, respectively, to local cooling/heating effects close
to walls were reported. This behavior might be related to the
nature of the many-body conservative interactions consid-
ered here and it has been already observed in �24�.

Let us focus now on the behavior of the polymer close to
the wall surface. Figure 2 shows the density of polymer
beads across the channel �the tethered bead is excluded from
the statistics�. For a simple “cubic” wall the effect of wall-
induced ordering is very pronounced and persists up to dis-
tances 
2�x, where �x is the average interparticle spacing.
The large peaks observed in the bead distribution are due to
minimization of the polymer-bead/solvent-particle potential
energy by alignment of bead positions with the most prob-
able ordered solvent-particle locations near the walls �25�. At
the nanoscopic level the local packing effect of fluid mol-
ecules is well understood and produces typical monolayers
which extend up to few molecule distances away from the
wall. In DPD, however, the typical bead-bead distance
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adopted in the freely jointed FENE chain corresponds to the
polymer persistence length which is unlikely to exceed the
atomistic thickness of the fluid monolayers �17�. Therefore,
the distorted bead distribution, although having a clear inter-
pretation on atomistic scales, should not be present at the
coarse-grained level of the DPD simulations. Figure 2 shows
how the choice of a “random” wall by reducing strongly the
near-wall fluid layering inhibits also the occurrence of artifi-
cial peaks in the polymer-beads distribution.

B. Polymer sticking

Another phenomenon related to the distorted near-wall
bead distribution is apparent polymer sticking. As discussed
above, the wall-induced layering effect of the fluid particles
increases the residence probability of the polymer beads
close to the wall. This effect has been observed already in
�17� and is related to the first large peak in the bead prob-
ability distribution shown in Fig. 2. This results in an unre-
alistic enhanced near-wall residence time for the beads,
which can exceed sometimes even the longest polymer re-
laxation time. As shown in Fig. 2, the use of the “random”
wall removes almost completely the peaks and no polymer
sticking phenomenon can be observed. This result agrees
also with experiments on tethered DNA where no near-wall
anomalous polymer behavior was reported �18,26�.

C. Polymer overextension

In �25�, overextensive behavior in the hybrid MD-
continuum simulation of a tethered polymer under shear flow
was reported in comparison with experimental data using
tethered DNA. More recently, Delgado-Buscalioni and Cov-
eney suggested an atomistic effect mediated by the wall as
possible cause of the altered dynamics �19�. In particular, the
anomalous behavior was observed only in the large shear-
rate regime when the polymer width in the wall-normal di-
rection becomes comparable with the interaction length of
the solvent molecules causing its complete sticking to the
surface. Fluid layering was suggested as cause of the artifi-
cial wall-normal compression �sticking� and the wall-parallel
overextension.

In Fig. 3 we have plotted the polymer mean fractional
extension in the flow direction Y /Lp, where Y = �max�yi�
−min�yi�� and Lp= �Nb−1��x is the polymer contour length.
The Weissenberg number is evaluated as Wi=
	̇, where 
 is
the longest polymer relaxation time determined from a
stretching-relaxation simulation. Data corresponding to indi-
vidual stretched tethered DNA experiments under shear flow
are also shown for comparison �18,26�. For Wi�40 the
polymer stretches strongly reaching an almost saturated level
of extension with a weak Wi dependence. DPD results of the
tethered polymer interacting with the “random” wall �� �
show very good agreement with the experimental data up to
Wi
140. On the other hand, simulations with a “cubic” wall
model overestimate the final fractional extension by more
than 15%. Our results seem to confirm the arguments pre-
sented in �19�, indeed as evident from Fig. 3, overextension
is clearly associated to wall-induced ordering and polymer

sticking phenomena which are both absent when the “ran-
dom” wall boundary conditions are used.

The previous problem is connected to the Wi dependence
of the fractional extension at large shear rates. It is generally
acknowledged that for low-to-moderate Weissenberg num-
bers the polymer-extension deficit defined as �=1−Y /Lp
should decrease as �Wi−1/3. This result is in agreement
with the theoretical prediction for wormlike-chain �WLC�
models and is confirmed also by numerical simulations �19�
and experimental data �26�. Figure 4 shows the results of our
simulations with “random” and “cubic” walls compared with
Doyle’s experimental results. When random walls are used,
no crossover behavior for � is observed which follows the
−1 /3 scaling up to Wi
140 in perfect agreement with the
experiments. Moreover, the use of cubic wall model pro-
duces the expected polymer overextension reported in �19�.
The results of our simulations thus confirm their hypothesis,
suggesting that wall-induced layering effects can have a dra-
matic effect on the dynamics of a tethered polymer under
shear. The use of the amorphous-wall model proposed in this
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work allows to remove artificial ordering in the fluid adjacent
a solid surface and to reproduce physically sensible data.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a strategy to solve simultaneously the wall
penetration and the unphysical particle-layering problems in
coarse-grained DPD simulations is presented. Amorphous
wall models, which are known to suppress realistic near-wall
fluid layering in molecular-dynamics simulation of nanoscale
flows, are employed in a dissipative particle dynamics model

in order to remove the artificial coarse-grained layering and,
simultaneously, enforce wall impermeability. The goal is
achieved by replacing the classical expression for the two-
body conservative force commonly used in DPD by a new
one involving an effective multibody pressure term. The
method is finally tested by studying the dynamics of a teth-
ered DNA molecule under constant shear flow where no
anomalous behavior for the monomer densities close to the
wall have been reported in recent experimental observations
�18�. Good quantitative results compared with experiments
and previous numerical calculations are obtained.
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We present a model for a polymer molecule in solution based on smoothed dissipative particle dynamics
�SDPD� �Español and Revenga, Phys. Rev. E 67, 026705 �2003��. This method is a thermodynamically
consistent version of smoothed particle hydrodynamics able to discretize the Navier-Stokes equations and, at
the same time, to incorporate thermal fluctuations according to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. Within the
framework of the method developed for mesoscopic multiphase flows by Hu and Adams �J. Comput. Phys.
213, 844 �2006��, we introduce additional finitely extendable nonlinear elastic interactions between particles
that represent the beads of a polymer chain. In order to assess the accuracy of the technique, we analyze the
static and dynamic conformational properties of the modeled polymer molecule in solution. Extensive tests of
the method for the two-dimensional �2D� case are performed, showing good agreement with the analytical
theory. Finally, the effect of confinement on the conformational properties of the polymer molecule is inves-
tigated by considering a 2D microchannel with gap H varying between 1 and 10 �m, of the same order as the
polymer gyration radius. Several SDPD simulations are performed for different chain lengths corresponding to
N=20–100 beads, giving a universal behavior of the gyration radius RG and polymer stretch X as functions of
the channel gap when normalized properly.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.77.066703 PACS number�s�: 47.11.St, 05.10.�a, 47.57.Ng

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing technological need to create and manipu-
late structures on micrometer scales and smaller for the de-
sign of micro- and nanodevices has triggered the develop-
ment of many numerical methods for simulating problems at
mesoscales �1–3�. One specific area of investigation is mi-
crofluidics, which refers to the fluid dynamics occurring in
devices or flow configurations with the smallest design
length on the order of micrometers �4�. A typical application
is, for example, the dynamics of a polymer molecule in a
channel or other confined geometries such as micropumps,
mixers, and sensors. For instance, the mechanical response
of a tethered DNA molecule to hydrodynamic flow is cur-
rently under investigation by some groups and can be used
for local sensing, leading to the concept of using an immo-
bilized DNA molecule as a mechanical-fluidic sensor or for
microfabricated metallic wires and networks �5–7�. The de-
velopment of single-molecule concepts is of great impor-
tance for future applications in proteomics, genomics, and
biomedical diagnostics, and it is therefore evident that the
ability to improve the predictive computational tools at this
spatiotemporal level would greatly improve the engineering
tasks.

It is worth noting that the Navier-Stokes equations de-
scribing the dynamics of a Newtonian liquid at the macro-
scopic level still remain valid at the microfluidic scales,
therefore providing a natural framework based on the con-
tinuum description. On the other hand, it is also clear that,
whenever the physical dimensions of the considered objects
�i.e., polymer molecules, colloidal particles� are in the sub-
micrometer range, the surrounding fluid starts to be affected
by the presence of its underlying molecular structure, and
hydrodynamic variables will be influenced by thermody-
namic fluctuations according to the Landau and Lifshitz

theory �8�. Standard macroscopic approaches, based, for ex-
ample, on finite-volume or finite-element methods, are not
suitable for this type of simulation. They neglect thermal
fluctuations which, as mentioned above, are the most crucial
ingredient of the mesoscopic dynamics. On the other hand,
direct microscopic approaches, such as molecular dynamics,
are able to resolve the smallest details of the molecular struc-
tures but they are computationally very expensive and are
limited by the available computer resources. Nowadays,
these approaches are restricted to computational domains of
length of the order of nanometers which represent only the
smallest scales �dimensions of one nanostructure� in the
range covered by the considered system. Despite their high
computational cost, molecular dynamics �MD� methods have
been used frequently for studying the dynamics of polymer
molecules in a solvent, described by Lennard-Jones interac-
tion potentials, producing valuable results �9–11�. The ad-
vantage of these methods is that hydrodynamics emerges
naturally from intermolecular interactions and does not need
to be modeled.

Other methods based on Brownian dynamics techniques
have been shown recently to produce accurate results for
DNA dynamics in microfluidic devices �12� but require a
complicated modeling of hydrodynamic interactions �in par-
ticular when coupled with the no-slip boundary conditions at
the walls� mediated by a modified Rotne-Prager-Yamakawa
tensor. To remedy these problems, various researchers have
focused in the past on mesoscopic methods which employ
numerically effective coarse-grained models retaining the
relevant hydrodynamics modes. Examples are multiparticle
collision dynamics �13�, lattice Boltzmann methods �LBMs�
�14�, and dissipative particle dynamics �DPD�. In particular,
DPD is a mesoscopic methodology which has attracted in-
creasing attention in recent years. DPD was originally pro-
posed by Hoogerbrugge and Koelman in 1992 �15� and suc-
cessively modified by Español and Warren in order to satisfy
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thermodynamic consistency �16�. The method has been
shown to capture the relevant thermodynamic and hydrody-
namic effects occurring in mesoscopic systems �17–20�, and
it has been applied in recent years to a wide range of physical
situations �21–23�. Despite its great success, a number of
conceptual shortcomings have been recently pointed out
which affect the performance and accuracy of the technique.
In particular, they concern �i� the nonarbitrary choice of the
fluid equation of state, �ii� no direct connection to the trans-
port coefficients, �iii� the unclear definition of the physical
particle scales, and �iv� particle penetration due to the em-
ployed soft two-body potentials �24�. These drawbacks pre-
vent also an a priori control of the spatiotemporal scale in
DPD and require a tuning of model parameters in order to
compare the numerical results with experimental data. All
these problems can be avoided by resorting to a further im-
proved DPD version, smoothed dissipative particle dynamics
�SDPD� �25�.

SDPD represents a powerful generalization of the so-
called smoothed particle hydrodynamics �SPH� method
�26–28� for mesoscales. Being based on a second-order dis-
cretization of the Navier-Stokes �NS� equations, transport co-
efficients are input parameters and do not need to be mea-
sured by Green-Kubo relations as in MD or extracted via
kinetic theory as in conventional DPD. In SDPD, the par-
ticles represent therefore physical fluid elements whose spe-
cific size determines the level of thermal fluctuations in the
hydrodynamic variables. At the same time, since the method
is based on a Lagrangian discretization of the NS equations,
hydrodynamic behavior is obtained at the particle scale and
no coarse-graining assumption is needed.

In this paper, we propose a SDPD model for the investi-
gation of the static and dynamic behavior of a polymer mol-
ecule in unbounded and confined geometries. The polymer
molecule is represented by a polymer chain constituted by
beads interacting by finitely extendable nonlinear elastic
�FENE� forces. In order to validate the model, the two-
dimensional �2D� case of a polymer molecule in a bulk sol-
vent fluid is considered first. Note that 2D polymer dynamics
does not represent an oversimplified picture of reality, but
rather reflects realistic situations often encountered in poly-
mer technology, and has recently been the focus of several
numerical and experimental investigations �29–34�. In many
cases polymer dynamics occurs within a very thin layer with
thickness considerably smaller than the gyration radius, and
the motion can be considered as truly two dimensional. Prac-
tical examples are thin polymer films, polymers adsorbed to
surfaces, or polymers confined between biological interfaces.
For example, recently Maier and Rädler performed experi-
ments with a single DNA molecule electrostatically confined
to a surface of fluid lipid membranes �30�. The confinement
was found not to inhibit the lateral mobility of the molecule,
and results for the conformational statistics were in good
agreement with theoretical predictions in 2D. From a nu-
merical point of view, extensive Monte Carlo and molecular
dynamics simulations have been performed in the past and
have proven to be extremely useful in corroborating analyti-
cal theories or explaining anomalous scaling behavior in
bulk and confined situations �9,11,32,35�.

In this work, static and dynamic scaling exponents are
extracted from the SDPD simulations showing excellent

agreement with the theoretical Zimm predictions and previ-
ous numerical results. As a further validation test, the case of
a polymer molecule confined between two parallel walls is
considered, that is, an infinite 2D microchannel. The influ-
ence that the channel gap H has on the polymer conforma-
tional properties is investigated. According to previous stud-
ies in the 3D case �12,20,36�, it is found that, for lengths of
the gap comparable to the molecule gyration radius �i.e., on
the order of micrometers�, strong anisotropic effects start to
affect the polymer statistics, such as, e.g., the average gyra-
tion radius and polymer stretch. In addition, the power law
behavior of the polymer stretch as function of the normalized
channel width has also been verified numerically, giving an
exponent in excellent agreement with the analytical results
predicted from scaling arguments in 2D by de Gennes �37�.
The results will be discussed in the final section.

II. THE SIMULATION METHOD

A. Macroscopic hydrodynamics

We consider the isothermal Navier-Stokes equations on a
moving Lagrangian grid

d�

dt
= − � � · v , �1�

dv

dt
= g −

1

�
� p + F , �2�

where �, v, and g are the material density, velocity, and body
force, respectively. A simple equation of state is p=−�TV
where �T is the isothermal compressibility. It can be rewrit-
ten as

p = a2� . �3�

When Eqs. �1� and �2� are used for modeling of low-
Reynolds-number incompressible flows with the artificial-
compressibility method, a is equal to the artificial speed of
sound. An alternative equation of state for incompressible
flows is

p = p0� �

�0
��

+ b , �4�

where p0, �0, �, and a are parameters. The parameters in Eq.
�3� and �4� may be chosen based on a scale analysis
�26,38,39� so that the density variation is less than a given
value. F denotes the viscous force

F =
1

�
� · ���� �5�

where the shear stress is ����=���v+�vT�. If the bulk vis-
cosity is assumed as 	=0, for incompressible flow the vis-
cous force simplifies to

F = ��2v , �6�

where �=� /� is the kinematic viscosity.
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1. Density evolution equation

Let us introduce the particle number density di, which is
defined by

di = �
j

Wij , �7�

where Wij =W�rij ,h�=W��ri−r j� ,h�, and W�r ,h� is a generic
shape function with compact support h which is radially
symmetric and has the properties 	W�r−r��dr�=1 and
limh→0W�r−r� ,h�=
�r−r�� �in this work, a quintic spline
function has been used�. According to �7�, di will have larger
values in a dense particle region than in a dilute particle
region. Equation �7� introduces also a straightforward defini-
tion of the volume of particle i, which is Vi=1 /di. The aver-
age mass density of a particle is therefore defined as �i
=mi /Vi where mi is the mass of a particle. Other forms of
evaluating the mass density are possible in SPH, which take
into account a direct discretization of the continuity equation
in �1�. However, the direct particle summation adopted here
and based on Eq. �7� has the advantage that the total mass is
algebraically conserved.

2. Momentum equation

Concerning the momentum equation, it has been shown
�25,40� that a possible SPH discretization of the pressure
force appearing in �2� is

dvi
�p�

dt
= −

1

mi
�

j
� pi

di
2 +

pj

dj
2� �W

�rij
eij , �8�

where dvi
�p� /dt is the particle acceleration caused by pressure

effects, pi is the pressure associated with particle i �41�, and
eij is the unit vector connecting particles i and j. It can be
shown that this expression represents a second-order SPH
discretization of the gradient of the scalar field p. Since this
expression has an antisymmetric form with respect to ex-
change of i and j, global conservation of momentum is sat-
isfied. Equation �8� is similar to the form preferred by Mon-
aghan �26�.

Concerning the viscous force, similarly to Flekkøy et al.
�42�, the interparticle-averaged shear stress is approximated
as

�ij
�v� =

�

rij
�eijvij + vijeij� �9�

where vij =vi−v j. Hence, the particle acceleration due to the
shear force in conservative form is given by

dvi
�v�

dt
=

�

mi
�

j
� 1

di
2 +

1

dj
2� 1

rij

�W

�rij
�eij · vijeij + vij� . �10�

Note that this expression does not strictly conserve angular
momentum. Conservation of total angular momentum can be
restored by adopting either suitable artificial viscosity mod-
els based on interparticle central forces �26� for which,
though, there is no direct connection to the Navier-Stokes
form of the stress tensor, or linearly consistent versions of
SPH �43�.

B. Mesoscopic hydrodynamics

The method outlined above is strictly analogous to the
SPH technique widely used to describe macroscopic flow
problems in a Lagrangian framework. In order to include
mesoscopic effects, i.e., the presence of thermal fluctuations
in the physical quantities, we follow the approach given by
Español and Revenga, i.e., smoothed dissipative particle dy-
namics �25�, which represents a powerful and elegant gener-
alization of SPH at the mesoscopic scales. It should be no-
ticed, that the method has been generalized for the study of
viscoelastic liquids �44� and also, more recently, for mesos-
copic multiphase flow problems �40�.

Thermal fluctuations

In the current SPH method the irreversible part of the
particle dynamics is


ṁi
irr = 0,


Ṗi
irr = ��
j
� 1

di
2 +

1

dj
2� 1

rij

�W

�rij
�eij · vijeij + vij� . �11�

According to the general equation for non-equilibrium
reversible-irreversible coupling �GENERIC� formalism
�45–47�, the mass and the momentum fluctuations of particle
i caused by thermal noise are postulated to be

dm̃i = 0,

dP̃i = �
j

BijdW� ij · eij , �12�

where dW� ij is the traceless symmetric part of a matrix of
independent increments of a Wiener process dWij =dW ji,

i.e., dW� ij = �dWij +dWij
T� /2−tr�dWij�I /d, and d is the spatial

dimension. The isothermal deterministic irreversible equa-
tions are obtained as


ṁi
irr = 0,


Ṗi
irr = − �
j

Bij
2

4kBT
�eij · vijeij + vij� , �13�

in which kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the system
temperature. Comparing Eq. �13� to �11� one obtains

Bij = �− 4kBT�� 1

di
2 +

1

dj
2� 1

rij

�W

�rij
�1/2

. �14�

By postulating these magnitudes for the noise terms �12�, the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem dictates a form for the irre-
versible dynamics in �13� which is exactly analogous to the
SDPD discretization of the Navier-Stokes dissipation given
in Eq. �10�.

Note also that the kernel function W needs to be a mono-
tonically decreasing function of r for Bij in �14� to be real
valued.

In summary, the SDPD equations of motion for the fluid
particles at the mesoscopic scales read
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dri

dt
= vi,

dvi

dt
=

dvi
�p�

dt
+

dvi
�v�

dt
+

1

mi
dP̃i, �15�

with dvi
�p� /dt, dvi

�v� /dt, and dP̃i being given, respectively, in
Eqs. �8�, �10�, and �12�.

C. Solid wall modeling

In this work, we consider periodic boundary conditions to
model a bulk fluid and solid boundary conditions for con-
fined situations. In the latter case, the solid body region is
filled with virtual particles �48�. Whenever the support of a
fluid particle overlaps with the wall surface, a virtual particle
is placed inside the solid body, mirrored at the surface. The
virtual particles have the same volume �i.e., mass and den-
sity�, pressure, and viscosity as their fluid counterparts but
the velocity is given as vvirtual=2vwall−vreal for a no-slip ve-
locity boundary condition or vvirtual=vreal for a free-slip
boundary condition. Currently, only straight channel walls
are considered. For curved wall surfaces, the virtual particle
approach may introduce considerable errors. To increase the
accuracy near curved surfaces, Takeda et al.�49�, Morris
et al.�38�, and more recently Ellero et al. �50� have intro-
duced special wall particles which interact with the fluid par-
ticles in such a way that more general boundary conditions
are represented accurately.

D. Mechanical modeling of the polymer chain

The model for the polymer molecule in suspension
adopted in this work can be described in the following terms.
The solvent liquid is represented by SDPD particles which
represent physical elements of fluid containing potentially
thousands of solvent �i.e., water� molecules and interacting
hydrodynamically. Concerning the polymer model, we con-
sider it as a linear chain of polymer beads, each bead being
represented as a mixture of real polymer monomers together
with solvent molecules. The numerical realization of this
physical model is obtained by selecting a number of SDPD
fluid particles and letting them interact, as well as hydrody-
namically, also by additional finitely extendable nonlinear
elastic springs

FFENE�rij� =
Krij

1 − �r/R0�2 , �16�

where K is the spring constant, r=tr�rijrij� is the bead-bead
distance, and R0 represents the maximum extensibility.

A typical configuration is sketched in Fig. 1. Light-blue
particles represent the fluid while dark-blue particles are the
beads forming the model polymer chain. All particles interact
by the hydrodynamics forces given in Eq. �15�. Polymer
beads interact with each other additionally by the FENE
forces which produce an elastic contribution due to the por-
tion of real polymer monomers assumed to be contained in
the bead.

According to the previous discussion, hydrodynamic in-
teractions between polymer beads occur via viscous and
pressure terms and are justified by the fact that within every
bead there is a large amount of water molecules which pro-
duce hydrodynamic behavior on the same scale as the SDPD
particle.

Note that excluded-volume effects are directly taken into
account through the pressure terms appearing in the dis-
cretized hydrodynamic equations �8� which produce repul-
sive forces between approaching particles, and therefore
there is no need to introduce short-range Lennard-Jones
forces between beads. It should be noted also that, by con-
sidering a bead as a special case of a SDPD particle, we
bypass the problem of modeling separately the hydrodynamic
coupling of polymer beads and solvent particles which is
taken into account through the SDPD friction forces in Eq.
�10�. Since these forces are written in antisymmetric form
with respect to the particle indices, they conserve exactly the
total linear momentum also during fluid-bead interactions.
This represents a remarkable advantage compared to LB
methods, where special models must be introduced for the
fluid-bead interactions in order to conserve the total linear
momentum of the system �14�.

In summary, the momentum equation for the bead i reads

mi
dvi

dt
= Fi

hydro + Fi,i1
FENE + Fi,i2

FENE, �17�

Fi
hydro being the total sum of the resulting SDPD forces act-

ing on particle i given in Eq. �15�, and i1,i2 the two next
neighboring beads of bead i in the polymer chain.

A final remark on the structure of these equations is in
order. As can be seen in Eq. �16�, the additional bead-bead
interaction, although entropic in origin, appears as a conse-

FIG. 1. �Color� Typical simulation configuration: light-blue par-
ticles represent solvent particles and dark-blue particles represent
polymer beads. All particles interact by the hydrodynamic forces
given in Eq. �15�. Beads interact with each other additionally by
FENE forces. In order to simulate bulk conditions, standard peri-
odic boundary conditions are employed at the edges of the simula-
tion box. For this case a total number of Np=3600 particles were
considered. Among them, N=100 particles were selected as beads
defining the polymer chain.
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quence of the GENERIC framework in the model Eq. �17� as
an ordinary interparticle force �51�. Therefore, there is no
particular concern about the general structure of the modified
SDPD model equations which is still consistent with the GE-
NERIC model. In particular, the magnitudes of the stochastic
terms are uniquely prescribed in terms of the dissipative
forces between the particles, which in this model remain un-
altered.

III. NUMERICAL SETUP

In this work, the statistical properties of a single polymer
molecule immersed in a Newtonian liquid under good sol-
vent conditions are investigated in an infinite domain and in
a confined geometry. In the first case, the simulation domain
is represented by a 2D square box of physical length L
=10−5 m. A total number Np=3600 of SDPD particles is
used. Among them, N particles representing polymer beads
are selected and allowed to interact by the FENE forces. N
ranges from 20 to 100. Concerning the input parameters en-
tering the FENE model, we choose K=5.3 N m−1 and R0
=4�r, where �r=1.66�10−7 m is the initial particle spac-
ing �52�.

Fluid particles interact by the forces given in Eq. �15�
with cutoff radius h=5.0�10−7 m, and the kernel function
used is a quintic spline kernel. This implies an average num-
ber of 20 neighboring SDPD particles entering the interpola-
tion process.

Depending on the particular case, periodic or solid bound-
ary conditions are used. In the latter case, solid walls are
modeled by virtual particles as discussed in Sec. II. The
method prevents particles penetrating the solid wall �imper-
meability condition� and forces the tangential component of
the fluid velocity to be exactly zero at the interface �no-slip
condition� �40�. The previous conditions are crucial in taking
into account hydrodynamic effects due to the confinement.

Concerning the solvent, we consider a Newtonian fluid
characterized by a dynamic viscosity �=10−6 kg m−1 s−1

and �=103 kg m−3, and the fluid temperature is set to T
=300 K. According to these parameters, the solvent is ide-
ally good and  collapse never occurs. Concerning the nu-
merical integration of the equations of motion for the par-
ticles, a second-order predictor-corrector scheme is used. To
maintain numerical stability, a Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy time
step restriction based upon artificial sound speed �isothermal
compressibility�, body force, and viscous dissipation
�38,53,54� is employed. When thermal fluctuations are intro-
duced in the mesoscopic simulation, the time steps are fur-
ther decreased to recover the correct kinetic temperature. The
artificial speed of sound of the solvent liquid keeps relative
density fluctuations below 1% and models a quasi-
incompressible fluid.

Statistical averages are computed by extracting indepen-
dent polymer configurations. The production run is per-
formed after an equilibration period �500–2000 time steps
depending on the length of the polymer chain� in order to
avoid spurious effects due to the initial nonrandom polymer
configuration.

Finally, a remark on the numerical efficiency of the
method is in order. The operation count of SDPD, as for

DPD or any other particle method, scales as Np log Np when
proper linked-list cell algorithms are employed. However,
the fact that the mass density �i must be evaluated for every
particle before calculating the interaction forces makes it po-
tentially slightly slower. Nevertheless, the conceptual and
technical advantages gained from the thermodynamical con-
sistency of SDPD and its direct connection to the Navier-
Stokes equations overwhelm the performance penalty.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the conformational properties of the poly-
mer molecule are investigated in a two-dimensional space.
The objective is twofold: First, we apply the SDPD method
to the study of a polymer molecule in an infinite solvent
medium under zero-flow condition. In this case, the stochas-
tic Wiener process entering Eq. �15� represents the only forc-
ing term mimicking the presence of thermal fluctuations in
the system. Under these conditions, the flow is isotropic, and
theoretically predicted universal scaling laws for several
polymer properties can be tested numerically. In particular,
the static and dynamic behavior of the conformational poly-
mer properties as well as the structure factor have been in-
tensely studied using a variety of methods �9,10,14� and are
compared here with the present results.

Second, the effect of geometrical confinement, in particu-
lar due to the presence of solid walls in microchannels, is
investigated. This is an important validation test because it
allows us to estimate the accuracy of SDPD in simulating
real geometries encountered in microfluidic devices. It is
generally known that confinement alters dramatically the be-
havior of a polymer molecule which in a microchannel, for
example, will extend along the channel axis to a substantial
fraction of its contour length. Scaling laws for the depen-
dence of the polymer stretch upon the channel width have
been proposed theoretically �37� and validated numerically
in a number of 3D situations. As a further test for the SDPD
method, the two-dimensional static properties of a polymer
molecule confined in a microchannel are investigated and the
results are compared with previous theoretical and numerical
work �12,20,36�.

A. Conformational properties of a polymer in a bulk medium

1. Chain statics

Conformational properties of a polymer chain, in particu-
lar deformation and orientation, can be analyzed by monitor-
ing the evolution of several tensorial quantities such as, for
instance the gyration tensor

G �
1

2N2�
i,j

�rijrij� , �18�

or the end-to-end tensor defined as

R � ��rN − r1��rN − r1�� . �19�

Here, rij =r j −ri with ri being the position of the ith bead in
the chain. The indices i,j run from 1 to N, the total number of
beads. Related quantities are the radius of gyration RG
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=tr G and the end-to-end radius RE=tr R. The effect of
the number of beads N on RG and RE is known to follow the
analytical expressions

RE = aE�N − 1��,

RG = aG��N2 − 1�/N��, �20�

where � is called the static factor exponent and, from renor-
malization theory, it assumes the value ��0.588 in three
dimensions, with aE and aG being suitable constants. In the
limiting case of N�1, both quantities scale as RE�RG�N�.
Notice that this result is valid only in three dimensions. Be-
cause the goal of this work is to test the numerical scheme
first in a 2D case, the static exponent � extracted by our
simulations should be compared with the analogous two-
dimensional Flory formula, which gives a value 0.75 in good
solvent conditions �37,55�. This value has been verified re-
cently by several authors using molecular dynamics simula-
tions �32–34�.

In order to extract the exponent �, SDPD simulations
have been carried out with five different chain lengths char-
acterized by N=20,40,60,80,100 beads. In all cases the
time-averaged values of the gyration radius RG have been
evaluated from several independent steady-state polymer
configurations. Figure 2 shows a log-log plot of the time-
averaged RG versus N. Error bars are within the symbol di-
mensions. The results can be fitted �dotted line in the figure�
by a power law with exponent �=0.76�0.012, which is in
good agreement with theoretical results and previous numeri-
cal investigations. It should be noticed that this way to evalu-
ate � is quite time consuming since simulations at large N are
necessary in order to fit accurately the data in Fig. 2.

An alternative way to extract � is, instead of using the
scaling law �20�, by employing the static structure factor
defined as

S�k� �
1

N
�
i,j

�exp�− ik · rij�� . �21�

In the limit of small wave vector 
k
RG�1, the structure
factor can be approximated by S�k��N�1−k2RG /3�, while

for 
k
RG�1 S�k��2N /k2RG holds. The intermediate re-
gime 
k
RG�1 contains information about the intramolecular
spatial correlations. In the absence of external perturbation
and close to equilibrium, S�k� is isotropic and therefore de-
pends only on the magnitude of the wave vector k= 
k
. S�k�
probes therefore different length scales even for a single
polymer, and in the intermediate regime is shown to behave
like

S�k� � k−1/�. �22�

Figure 3 shows a log-log plot of S�k� vs RGk. From this
figure it is possible to see how curves evaluated from simu-
lations with different chain lengths �N� collapse on a single
curve for 2�RGk�8, the slope of the linear region being
−1 /�. The dotted line in the figure represents the theory with
�=0.75 and shows very good agreement with the SDPD re-
sults.

This way provides a more efficient route to calculate the
static exponent �, since one single simulation with N=20 is
sufficient for accurate estimates.

These two tests are commonly performed to validate the
equilibrium conformational properties of a FENE polymer
molecule. These scaling laws have been also verified by
other techniques such as, for instance, DPD in three dimen-
sions �17�.

2. Chain dynamics

The dynamic conformational behavior of the polymer
molecule represents another important feature that must be
checked. The starting point is the dynamical structure factor
defined as

S�k,t� �
1

N
�
i,j

�exp�− ik · �ri�t� − r j�0���� . �23�

Dynamic scaling arguments applied to the Zimm model in
isotropic conditions predict a functional form of S�k , t� of the
type

FIG. 2. Scaling of the radius of gyration RG for several chain
lengths corresponding to N=20,30,40,50,60,80,100 beads. The
dotted line represents the best fit consistent with the theory �RG

�N�� and gives a static exponent �=0.76�0.012.

FIG. 3. Normalized equilibrium static structure factor S̃�k�
=S�k� /S�0� versus RGk corresponding to several chain lengths. All
the curves collapse on a master line for 2�RGk�8 �scaling re-

gime�. In this region S̃�k��k−1/� with �=0.75 �dotted line�.
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S�k,t� = N�kRG��−1/��F�tDGRG
−2�kRG�x� �24�

where x=2+�D /� �dynamical scaling exponent�, DG is the
diffusion constant, and �D is the diffusion scaling exponent.
Therefore, if we plot S�k , t� /S�k ,0� vs tkx, in the scaling
regime, a universal curve should be obtained for all the val-
ues of k and t. This is indeed predicted by the theory with a
scaling exponent x=3 in 3D. Although the result has been
verified in the three-dimensional case, anomalous scaling has
been observed in the two-dimensional case, giving a value
x=2. The goal here is to verify this result with the present
SDPD model.

Figure 4 shows the dynamical structure factor data plotted
versus kxt for three different values of the dynamic scaling
exponent, that is, x=1.3,2 ,3. The figure suggests that in the
appropriate scaling regime �that is, 2�RGk�8 from Fig. 2�
the best collapse is obtained indeed for x=2 whereas, for x
=1.3 and 3, the data indeed do not exhibit any collapse. This
confirms the previous results indicating that anomalous scal-
ing occurs in 2D polymer dynamics �32�. It should be no-
ticed that, if we assume DG�N−�D, this result implies that
�D=0 for the chain diffusion constant in 2D. Indeed, this has
been recently verified given the logarithmic scaling of DG
with N �33,34�.

3. Rouse mode analysis

As a further test of the polymer dynamics we calculate the
internal modes of the chain. This can be done by evaluating
the so-called Rouse coordinates Rp defined as

Rp =
1

N
�
n=1

N

cos� p��n − 1
2�

N
�rn, �25�

where rn is the position of the bead n and p=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,N
are the normal modes of a polymer chain constituted of N
beads. For example, R0 is the chain’s center of mass, while
Rp for p�1 represent high-order modes describing the inter-
nal motion of the polymer molecule.

In Fig. 5 the Rouse coordinate histories for the x direction
are plotted for three different modes p=1,2 ,5 corresponding
to a polymer chain with N=80 beads. Analogously to what
was observed in �11�, all these quantities fluctuate around
zero with magnitudes decreasing for increasing values of p.
In order to quantify the level of fluctuations we define the
mean square Rouse coordinate as

�Rp
2� =

1

2N2 �
n,m=1

N

cos� p��n − 1
2�

N
�cos� p��m − 1

2�
N

�
� ��rn − rm�2� . �26�

It has been recently shown that, for long chains, this quantity
scales as �p−�2�+1�, where � is the static scaling exponent
�11�. For the two-dimensional case, a scaling exponent �2�
+1��5 /2 should be observed. Figure 6 shows the mean
square amplitude �Rp

2� for different chain lengths �N
=20,40,60,80,115� versus the mode index p. The picture
confirms the observation of Fig. 5 showing a monotonic de-
crease of �Rp

2� vs p. The solid line represents the best fit
which, for N=115, gives a value of the slope equal to
−2.61�0.05 in reasonable agreement with the value �2.5
predicted by the theory for the two-dimensional case. This
value was calculated by using the static scaling exponent �
=0.75 obtained from the results in the previous section. In
addition, an increasing trend of �Rp

2� vs N is also observed in
Fig. 6 in agreement with the analytical results, which predict
a dependence �N2� �11�.

4. Diffusion coefficient

In this section we present results for the center-of-mass
�c.m.� diffusion coefficient D of the polymer molecule. This
is evaluated from the mean square displacement of the center
of mass defined as

FIG. 4. Scaling plot of the normalized dynamic structure factor

S̃�k , t�=S�k , t� /S�k ,0� for N=20 in log-log coordinates. The best
collapse for x=2 is clearly visible. For different dynamic exponents
�x=1.3,3�, the 2D data fail to collapse on a single curve. The range
of k was consistent with the scaling regime 2�RGk�8.

FIG. 5. Rouse coordinate histories for Rp,x with p=1,2 ,5 and a
chain length N=80. The magnitudes of fluctuations decrease with
increasing p according to analytical theories.
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��R0�t��2 = ��R0�t + t0� − R0�t0��2� �27�

where R0 is defined by �25�. The single-chain diffusion co-
efficient is finally computed from the equation

��R0�t��2 = 4Dt �28�

in the limit of large t, when the linear regime is reached.
Previous studies in the three-dimensional case indicate

that strong box-size effects in the evaluation of D occur.
These finite-size corrections are of the order of 1 /L; hence,
in principle, it is easy to determine the diffusion coefficient
in the thermodynamic limit �L→�� by simply plotting D
versus 1 /L and extrapolating the value at the intercept of the
y coordinate �18�. These results have been shown to produce
a scaling relation, that is, D��N� collapses on a master curve
proportional to N−�D, �D=0.59 being the dynamic scaling
exponent.

The situation is more subtle in two dimensions due to the
infinite range of the hydrodynamic interactions. Consistency
with our evaluation of the dynamic scaling factor �x=0�
would require �D=0. In order to verify it, we plotted the data
for D vs N logarithmically for different values of L and N,
namely, N=10,20,40 and L=0.75�10−5 ,1.0�10−5 ,1.25
�10−5, and no collapse was found. However, a decreasing
scaling exponent �slope of the curves� was observed as the
system size increased, analogously to previous findings �18�.
In order to check quantitatively that �D=0, Falck et al. �33�.
proposed an analytical formula for the 2D diffusion coeffi-
cient of a polymer molecule which reads

D =
kBT

2��
�− ln�Rg/L� + const + O„�Rg/L�2

…� . �29�

Note that this expression explains also why it is impossible
to extrapolate D in the thermodynamic limit, obtaining for
L→� divergent values.

Following Falck et al. �33�, in order to check the behavior
of D vs N in the limit of large box sizes, we have inserted the
values of the gyration radii Rg evaluated in Sec. IV into Eq.

�29� and evaluated the curves for several numbers of beads
N� �20:100� and for several cutoff lengths L=Lcut� �1.0
�10−5 :10� m. Note that, because the thermodynamic limit
is not defined, we select arbitrarily large but finite values Lcut
in Eq. �29� and look at the trending behavior of D�N�. The
results are shown in Fig. 7: as reported in �33�, the slopes of
the curves ��D� decrease monotonically from 0.32 �smallest
cutoff� to 0.04 �largest cutoff�, according with x=0 previ-
ously evaluated.

B. Effect of confinement on the polymer conformation

As already mentioned, confinement between two parallel
walls significantly affects the polymer configuration statistics
and induces anisotropic effects. The situation is the follow-
ing. A polymer molecule is immersed in a Newtonian solvent
modeled with SDPD particles. Periodic boundary conditions
are applied at the edges of the box in the x direction while
solid boundary conditions using virtual particles are applied
at the top and at the bottom of the simulation box thereby
confining the solvent between two impenetrable walls placed
a distance H apart �channel width�.

Kong et al. in 1994 �20� performed DPD simulations of
this system and analyzed the components of the polymer
gyration radius parallel and perpendicular to the confining
walls. The results were clearly indicating anisotropic statis-
tics and showed the collapse of the results for different chain
lengths on a universal curve as a function of the normalized
channel width.

The objective here is to validate our numerical model in
the two-dimensional case analogous to that described above.
The first issue is to show that a similar universal scaling can
be obtained for different chain lengths and channel widths.
We performed simulations with polymer molecules modeled
with N=20,60 beads and channel gaps H ranging from 1 to
10 �m. The length of the box in the periodic direction was
chosen such that Lx�4RG. This choice ensures that statisti-
cal averages are independent of the box size in the periodic
direction �36�.

In order to observe an anisotropic effect it is convenient to
decompose the gyration radius RG into components parallel
and perpendicular to the walls as follows:

FIG. 6. Rouse mode mean square amplitudes �Rp
2� vs mode p for

different polymer chains corresponding to N=20,40,60,80,115
beads. The decrease of fluctuations with increasing value of p is
clear. The solid curve represents the best fit of the data correspond-
ing to N=115 and gives a slope equal to −2.61�0.05, in good
agreement with the theory.

FIG. 7. Dependence of the diffusion coefficient D on N for
different cutoff lengths Lcut in Eq. �29�: ��� Lcut=10−5 m, ���
Lcut=10−3 m, ��� Lcut=10−1 m, and ��� Lcut=10 m.
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RG� =
1

2N2�
i,j

�xij
2 �, RG� =

1

2N2�
i,j

�yij
2 � , �30�

where xij =xi−xj and yij =yi−yj. Figure 8 shows these com-
ponents together with the gyration radius RG plotted for dif-
ferent values of the channel gap H. All the quantities have
been made dimensionless by dividing them by the relative
bulk free radii of gyration RG

� corresponding to the respective
chain length and given in Fig. 2; for example, H�=H /RG

�.
The excellent collapse of the results for different chain
lengths on a single curve indicates that universal scaling is
obtained, analogously to previous works �36�. For large ra-
tios H�, the results are consistent with the bulk behavior and
no anisotropies are observed. For values of H� smaller than
14, slight departures in the results are visible, which become
evident for H��10, where RG�

� starts to differ remarkably
from RG�

� . For decreasing values of H�, RG�
� tends to zero

while RG�
� continues to increase toward larger values: for

H�=1, RG�
� �1.35.

Unlike previous DPD simulations �20,36�, in this work
RG�

� is found to be strongly dependent on the confinement,
which supports the common perception that the average
polymer molecule orientation becomes increasingly aligned
with the channel axis depending on the gap H�. Diverging
values of the parallel and perpendicular components of the
gyration radius for a polymer molecule confined in a slit and
in a cylinder have been documented by Cifra et al. �56� in
qualitative agreement with our findings.

Another interesting feature is represented by the depen-
dence of the global gyration radius RG

� on the channel gap.
Indeed, although deviations in RG�

� and RG�
� start to be visible

already for H��10, RG
� remains nearly constant up to H�

�3. For H��3, a sudden increase takes place due to the
diverging values assumed by RG�

� .
If we describe the conformational state of the polymer

molecule in terms of an ellipsoid, then it is clear from Fig. 8
that different regimes can be observed. In almost unconfined
conditions �H��12�, the principal axes of the ellipsoid are
randomly distributed in space and this is reflected by the
equal values assumed by RG�

� and RG�
� ; the presence of solid

walls has no effect in this situation. A second regime can be
characterized for values of the channel gap 3�H��12
�slight confinement� where the ellipsoid tends to align itself
on the channel axis preserving, however, its overall statistical
length. In this regime, RG

� remains constant and the polymer
molecule does not undergo any net deformation. Finally, the
sudden increase of RG

� for H��3 �strong confinement� re-
flects the overall stretching of the polymer chain induced by
the presence of the parallel walls which try to squeeze it
along the channel axis.

In �56� a similar behavior was reported; in that work Cifra
noticed also the presence of a minimum in RG

� located at
H��2, before the sharp increase happens. This is only
slightly visible in Fig. 8 where RG

� exhibits a smaller value
compared to the bulk for H��3 �see the third squared sym-
bol from the left�. Statistical errors in the results, however,
do not allow for further comparisons. Longer simulations as
well as more extensive parameter studies of H� in this region
would be necessary to confirm the analogy.

In order to compare these results quantitatively, we plot-
ted in Fig. 9 the polymer stretch X as a function of the chan-
nel gap H. Instantaneous polymer stretch represents the
maximum extension of the molecule along the channel direc-
tion and it is defined as

X�t� = max
i=1,. . .,N

�xi�t�� − min
i=1,. . .,N

�xi�t�� . �31�

In Fig. 9, the corresponding dimensionless quantities X�

=X /X� and H�=H /RG
� are plotted, X� being the equilibrium

polymer stretch in an unconfined domain and X= �X�t��. Ana-

FIG. 8. Variation of the normalized gyration radius RG
� together

with its parallel �RG�
� � and perpendicular �RG�

� � components. The
data correspond to different chain lengths �N=20,60� and values of
the normalized channel gap H� ranging from 1 to 22. All the quan-
tities have been made dimensionless by the gyration radius RG

� of
the corresponding polymer molecule without confinement.

FIG. 9. Normalized polymer stretch X� as a function of the
inverse of the channel gap H� for several chain lengths �N
=10,15,20,60,100�. Deviations from the bulk behavior appear at
1 /H��0.2. For 1 /H��0.4 universal scaling is realized, the slope
of the fitted line being z=1 /3 �theory�.
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lytical theories predict scaling behavior and give X�

� �H���−2/3� in a 3D square channel of width H�. Recently,
these results have been validated numerically by Jendrejack
et al. using Brownian dynamics techniques �12�, showing a
good agreement with the de Gennes theory in 3D. Figure 9
shows the analogous scenario in a two-dimensional case for
different chain lengths N=10,15,20,60,100. Excellent scal-
ing behavior is obtained. Similarly to what is observed in
�12�, X� remains constant up to values of 1 /H� approxi-
mately equal to 0.2 where confinement effects start to be
visible, while for 1 /H��0.4 the scaling regime is fully real-
ized. The slope of the approximate fitted curve prescribes a
scaling law H��−z� where z=1 /3 in good agreement with the
the Gennes theory in two dimensions. Notice that the previ-
ous result differs from the 3D case studied by Jendrejack et
al. �57� where the scaling exponent takes a value equal to
2/3.

Finally, Fig. 10 shows several time snapshots �after 1000,
2000, 4000, and 6000 time steps� of the polymer configura-
tion for two different channel widths: H=5.0 �four snapshots

from the top� and 1.0 �m �four snapshots from the bottom�.
The polymer chain consists of N=60 beads and its free gy-
ration radius is RG

� =1.02 �m, therefore providing values of
the ratio H� approximately equal to 5 and 1. From the first
four snapshots, it is possible to see qualitatively also that a
channel gap of 5.0 �m will not affect strongly the polymer
statistics. The polymer molecule is free to rotate in the chan-
nel similarly to the bulk case. This situation is indeed re-
flected in Figs. 8 and 9 which show quantitatively that the
averaged gyration radius and polymer stretch are not affected
in this regime and anisotropies in the gyration radius com-
ponents are small. However, for smaller channel gaps H, the
polymer conformations exhibit a totally different behavior
�Fig. 10, bottom�. For H=1.0 �m it is evident that the poly-
mer maintains its average orientation at any time; therefore
confinement has its main effect in inhibiting angular move-
ments of the polymer in the direction perpendicular to the
walls. The observed enhanced alignment of the polymer
chain for this channel width must necessarily have a big
impact on the statistics. This observation is confirmed by
inspection of Fig. 8 which shows that RG�

� is more than six
times larger than RG�

� .

V. FINAL REMARKS, OUTLOOK, AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a smoothed dissipative particle dynamics
method for mesoscopic flows has been formulated for a poly-
mer molecule suspended in a Newtonian liquid. The SDPD
model represents a generalization of smoothed particle hy-
drodynamics to the mesoscale which is thermodynamically
consistent, i.e., it respects the first and second laws of ther-
modynamics and introduces thermal fluctuations according
to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. Although the starting
point is represented by a particle discretization of the mac-
roscopic hydrodynamics �SPH�, the method can be also in-
terpreted as an improved version of DPD, where the original
repulsive and friction forces acting between DPD particles
are tightly connected to second-order discretizations of pres-
sure and viscous terms present in the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions.

The method is used to study the configurational behavior
of the polymer chain in bulk and confined geometries. In the
unbounded case, exact static and dynamic scaling relations
have been found according to the Zimm theory in two di-
mensions. In the context of microfluidics, the effect of con-
fined geometries on the conformational properties of the
polymer molecules has been analyzed showing results in
agreement with previous numerical experiments. The results
suggest that the method can be faithfully applied to mesos-
copic flow problems at microscales where the effect of hy-
drodynamic interactions as well as microconfinement play a
central role. In the present study, the model is validated for
two-dimensional test cases. Extension of the algorithm to the
three-dimensional case and its parallel implementation are
currently under work. This should allow one to handle in the
near future full-scale problems encountered in realistic mi-
crofluidics applications such as the micromechanical behav-
ior of DNA molecules under different hydrodynamic flow
conditions �5–7�.

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

(f)

(e)

(g)

(h)

FIG. 10. Polymer conformations taken respectively after 1000,
2000, 4000, and 6000 time steps �N=60 beads�. The free gyration
radius for this chain is RG

� =1.02 �m while the channel gap is H
=5.0 �four top figures� and 1.0 �m �four bottom figures�. The cor-
responding ratio is H��5 and 1, respectively.
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A final discussion on the Schmidt number is in order. The
Schmidt number is defined as Sc=� /D, where � is the kine-
matic viscosity of the solvent and D the molecular diffusiv-
ity. Strictly speaking, the applicability of the Zimm theory
for the polymer dynamics requires Sc to be much larger than
one. For instance, in a real liquid like water Sc�1000. This
condition implies that mass diffusion is much slower than
momentum diffusion, and this is crucial for the validity of
the Oseen tensor approximation. In the present work, the
Schmidt number evaluated by the input kinematic viscosity
and the numerically estimated fluid particle diffusivity is, as
in DPD, of order 1. Nevertheless, scaling relations for the
polymer dynamics have been recovered in good agreement

with the Zimm theory with full hydrodynamic interactions.
These results confirm the fact, already suggested by some
authors �18,58�, that the Schmidt number is an ill-defined
quantity for coarse-graining models. There is therefore no
need in principle to increase Sc but numbers of O�1� can still
produce the correct hydrodynamic behavior and, at the same
time, provide a reasonable choice in terms of CPU time. In
order to increase the artificial Schmidt number, a way would
be to increase the kinematic viscosity with a numerical
bottleneck due to the viscous time step limitation as a con-
sequence. Realistic conditions could, however, be reached by
using implicit schemes like those presented in �59,60�, which
are currently under investigation.
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Abstract
The behavior of tethered DNA in shear flow is investigated numerically by the smoothed
dissipative particle dynamics (SDPD) method. Unlike numerical methods used in previous
studies, SDPD models the solvent explicitly, takes into account the fully coupled hydrodynamic
interactions and is free of the numerical artifact of wall sticking. Based on numerical
simulations the static and dynamic properties of a tethered DNA is studied both qualitatively
and quantitatively. The observed properties are in general agreement with previous
experimental, numerical and theoretical work. Furthermore, the cyclic-motion phenomenon is
studied by power spectrum density and cross-correlation function analysis, which suggest that
there is only a very weak coherent motion of tethered DNA for a characteristic timescale larger
than the relaxation time. Cyclic motion is more likely relevant as an isolated event than a
typical mode of DNA motion.

1. Introduction

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)—as the carrier of genetic
information—is one of the most widely investigated and
understood biomolecules. Although DNA has two negative
charges per base pair, the presence of counterions screens
the charges. This implies that DNA shares many micro-
mechanical properties with polymers. As a model system
for the behavior of long, entropic polymer chains in aqueous
solution, the static and dynamic mechanical properties of DNA
molecules in a stationary solvent or exposed to simple flows
have been studied extensively [1–5]. For example, it has been
found that static mechanical properties, such as the relation
between the end-to-end distance under singular external forces,
and dynamic mechanical properties, such as the relaxation
time in a static solution, can be well approximated by the
worm-like chain (WLC) model [6, 7]. When a single DNA
molecule is tethered on a wall surface and exposed to a shear
flow it exhibits different mechanical properties due to different
hydrodynamic forces and wall–chain interactions [5, 8, 9].
From several experimental and numerical studies [10–13] the
static properties of tethered DNA immersed in a flow have
been established. For example, it is well known that the
mean fractional extension is larger than that of an equivalent
free DNA in an unbounded simple shear flow with the same
flow strength. However, the dynamic properties are not fully
understood.

One important phenomenon resulting from the standard
deviation of extension is to exhibit a well-defined maximum

at moderate shear rate, which led to the stipulation of a
repetitive recirculating motion, or the so-called cyclic motion.
An important question is whether this motion is representative
for the behavior of tethered DNA, such as, for example, the
tumbling behavior of free DNA in unbounded simple shear
flow. Another important question is whether this motion,
if representative, is characterized by any, at least loosely,
defined timescale which differs from the DNA relaxation
timescale. These issues have been studied experimentally,
and computationally by different methods [14–18], such as
the coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CMD), Brownian
dynamics (BD) and lattice Boltzmann (LB) methods.
However, no unanimous conclusions have been obtained.

In this work, we perform detailed smoothed dissipative
particle dynamics (SDPD) [19, 20] simulations of tethered
DNA in shear flow. SDPD can be viewed as a combination
of smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH), a macroscopic
particle method for fluid dynamics, and dissipative particle
dynamics (DPD), a popular mesoscopic particle-based
method [21]. SDPD has been applied successfully for
simulations of free and confined polymers in solution [22] and
polymers in free shear flow and Poiseuille flow [23]. Compared
to the numerical methods used in previous studies, SDPD has
two major advantages. First, other than the BD or LB methods,
it models the solvent explicitly and takes into account the fully
coupled hydrodynamic interactions. Second, it recovers the
polymer–wall interaction without introducing artificial wall-
ordering behavior observed in CMD simulations. Note that

0953-8984/11/184118+09$33.00 © 2011 IOP Publishing Ltd Printed in the UK & the USA1
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SDPD is less efficient than BD or LBM for simulating a single
free polymer chain, but it can achieve higher computational
efficiency when studying polymer solutions. The SDPD model
for solvent and DNA molecules is introduced in section 2. In
section 3, the static and dynamic quantities of the DNA chain
are compared with theoretical, experimental and previous
numerical simulation results. The cyclic motion is discussed
in section 4 and finally we give some concluding remarks in
section 5.

2. Method

2.1. SDPD modeling of liquid solvent

Within the SDPD formulation a bottom-up mesoscopic
modeling approach is used for the liquid solvent. Specifically,
the resulting dynamics for the mesoscopic fluid particles is
due to the combination of a deterministic and a stochastic
part. The deterministic part is modeled by smoothed particle
hydrodynamics (SPH), which is a Lagrangian discretization
of the Navier–Stokes equations [20, 24]. For the flow of an
isothermal, weakly compressible solvent, the SPH formulation
is given by

dri

dt
= vi , (1)

ρi = mi

∑

j

Wi j = miσi , (2)

dvi

dt
= − 1

mi

∑

j

(
pi

σ 2
i

+ p j

σ 2
j

)
∂Wi j

∂ri j
ei j

+ μ

mi

∑

j

(
1

σ 2
i

+ 1

σ 2
j

)
vi j

ri j

∂Wi j

∂ri j
. (3)

Here, ei j and ri j are the normalized vector and distance from
particle i to particle j , respectively. ri , vi , mi , ρi and pi

are the position, velocity, mass, density and pressure of a
particle i , respectively. σi is the inverse of particle volume and
Wi j = W (ri j , h) is a kernel function with smoothing length h.
An isothermal, stiff equation of state is given as

p = p0

(
ρ

ρ0

)γ

+ b, (4)

where p0, ρ0, b and γ are parameters which may be
chosen based on a scale analysis so that the density variation
is less than a given value, usually 1% [25]. Using the
GENERIC formalism (general equation for non-equilibrium
reversible–irreversible coupling) [26] the stochastic dynamics,
introducing thermal fluctuations, can be taken into account by
postulating the following expressions for mass and momentum
fluctuations:

dm̃i = 0, (5)

dP̃i =
∑

j

Bi j dW i j ei j , (6)

where dW i j is the traceless symmetric part of a tensor
of independent increments of a Wiener process and Bi j is
defined as

Bi j =
[
−4kBTμ

(
1

σ 2
i

+ 1

σ 2
j

)
1

ri j

∂W

∂ri j

]1/2

, (7)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is a prescribed fluid
temperature [20]. Note that the SDPD can be written in a
generic form of DPD [21] as

dvi = 1

mi

(
FC

i dt + FD
i dt + dP̃i

)
, (8)

dri = vi dt, (9)

where FC
i = ∑

j (
pi

σ 2
i

+ p j

σ 2
j
)

∂Wi j

∂ri j
ei j is the conservative force

and FD
i = ∑

j (
1
σ 2

i
+ 1

σ 2
j
)

vi j

ri j

∂Wi j

∂ri j
is the dissipative force, as

given by the right-hand side of equation (3). Compared to
DPD, with SDPD the transport coefficients can be prescribed
as input parameters rather than being an indirect result of
other model parameters. Furthermore, thermal fluctuations
can be introduced adaptively according to the size of the fluid
particles.

2.2. SDPD modeling of polymer chain

As mentioned in section 1, the same coarse-grained models
can be used for DNA and polymers. In the following we will
therefore use the polymer model synonymous with the DNA
model. For the polymer molecule a spring-bead chain model is
adopted. The polymer is, in fact, embedded within a number of
special SDPD particles (polymer beads) which represent both
the segments of the polymer molecule and the surrounding
solvent. For a typical size of SDPD particle a polymer
bead contains mainly solvent while the volume fraction of the
contained polymer segment is small. Therefore, polymer beads
interact hydrodynamically, with additional forces due to the
chemical bond between the polymer segments contained in
neighboring polymer beads. These additional forces are taken
into account by a finite extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE)
potential:

UFENE = −1

2
H R2

0 ln

(
1 −

(
r

R0

)2
)

, (10)

where r is the spring length between neighboring beads, R0 is
the maximum spring extension and H is the spring constant.
The parameter R0 is chosen as twice the average particle
distance in such a way that the crossing of chain segments
is avoided. Note that, by using the stiff equation of state,
equation (4), the excluded-volume effects between polymer
beads are automatically taken into account. We emphasize
that in the proposed model hydrodynamic interactions are fully
represented due to the fact that fluid particles and polymer
beads interact by hydrodynamic forces. The physical basis for
this model is discussed in [22].

2.3. SDPD modeling of wall–chain interaction

Since the DNA is tethered on the wall surface, accurate
modeling for wall–chain interaction is essential. For a
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Figure 1. Simulation snapshot: the polymer beads are connected
with FENE springs, the solvent particles are not shown and the
amorphous wall prevents the polymer from ‘sticking’ to the wall
surface.

mesoscopic polymer chain near the wall the dominant wall–
chain interaction is the confinement effect. In the original
SDPD [20] the wall–solvent interaction is handled by a wall-
boundary condition, introducing mirrored or ordered static
particles along the wall. While such formulations produce
numerical layering of fluid particles near the wall they are
free of the depletion problem which is typical for the DPD
method, and they predict correct flow and density distributions.
However, when these wall-boundary formulations are applied
for tethered DNA the numerical layering of fluid particles may
result in polymer beads sticking to the wall. Since such a
sticking behavior is purely numerical it leads to non-physical
near-wall behavior of the polymer.

To cope with this difficulty, a new random wall model is
constructed by particles frozen after initial equilibration of the
particle distribution with periodic boundary conditions applied
at all wall boundaries, which gives an effective wall roughness
of about half the average particle distance �x . Note that
the wall–fluid particle interaction formulation for a no-slip
boundary condition is unchanged from that with ordered wall
particles. Figure 1 gives a typical snapshot of a random wall
and a polymer chain in shear flow. Figure 2 shows the typical
density of polymer beads across the channel. For a wall with
particles on a cubic lattice the effect of wall-induced ordering
is very pronounced and persists up to distances of about 2�x .
The random wall strongly reduces the near-wall ordering and
inhibits the occurrence of artificial peaks in the polymer bead
distribution.

2.4. Computational set-up

The computational domain in non-dimensional units is Dx ×
Dy × Dz = 1.75 × 1 × 1, containing in total 14 000 particles
to model the solvent and a DNA chain with N = 40 beads.
The average particle distance is �x = 0.05 and the DNA
contour length is L = 1.75. A Couette flow with a shear rate
varying from γ̇ = 0 to 250 is applied in the x direction by
two parallel walls that are located at y = 0 and 1. Periodic
boundary conditions are applied in the x and z directions. The
material properties of the solvent in non-dimensional units are:
density ρ = 1, which gives the mass of a particle (both fluid
particle and polymer bead) m = ρ�x3 = 1.25×104, dynamic
viscosity μ = 0.1 and temperature kbT = 0.3. Note that

Figure 2. Probability of finding a polymer bead in x coordinates
(direction of the flow gradient). The first fixed bead is excluded from
the histogram.

the viscosity used here is small compared to that of a typical
liquid solvent [27]. The parameters of the FENE chain are
R0 = 0.1 = 2�x and H = 1500. The strength of shear flow
is characterized by the non-dimensional parameter Wi = τ γ̇

ranging from 0 to 136.10, where the relaxation time of the
polymer chain τ = 0.5444 was calculated from an exponential
fit of the extension history in a stretching relaxation simulation.
The DNA is tethered at the center of the lower wall by defining
the first DNA bead as a wall particle.

2.5. Validation with a zero-flow case

First, the numerical model is validated by simulating a zero-
flow case. Figure 3 gives the distribution of beads along the
wall-normal direction. Evidently, the computed distribution is
in good agreement with the theoretical prediction:

P(z) ∝
(

y

Rg

)−1.611

exp

[
−0.137

(
y

Rg

)2.427
]

, (11)

with Rg a parameter taken as 10% smaller than the gyration
radius of a free DNA [28]. Note that, since the sticking effect
in this case is insignificant, there is only a slight oscillation in
the near-wall region.

Similarly, the distribution of the end bead plotted with the
same Rg in figure 4 shows a good agreement with a previously
proposed fit of experimental data [29]:

Pe(z) ∝ exp

[
−

(
y

2Rg

)2
]

− exp

[
−

(
y

2Rg

)2
]

. (12)

As a test for the effect of hydrodynamic interactions the auto-
correlations of the main Rouse modes:

Rp = 1

N

N∑

n=1

cos

[
pπ

(
n − 1

2

)

N

]
rn (13)

are calculated and used to extract the relaxation time τp of these
modes. Figure 5 shows that τp follows τp ∝ p−1.74±0.05, which
is different (as it should be) from the theoretical prediction
τp ∝ p−2.2 for the freely draining behavior and is in agreement
with τp ∝ p−1.8 for the presence of hydrodynamic interactions.
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Figure 3. The distribution of all polymer beads at zero-flow
condition. The theoretical line is given by equation (11) with Rg in
the equation taken as 90% of the gyration radius of the free polymer.

Figure 4. The distribution of the last polymer bead at zero-flow
condition. The theoretical line is given by equation (12) with Rg in
the equation taken as 90% of the gyration radius of the free polymer.

3. Simulation results

3.1. Two-dimensional bead distribution

The average distributions of DNA beads in the flow-gradient
plane of three cases with small, moderate and large shear
rates are shown in figure 6. A Gaussian filter is used to
produce images with comparable resolution to experimental
visualizations of the bead distribution [18]. By comparing
with experimental data and a previous numerical simulation
from a BD method, a qualitative agreement can be found for
the relation between the extension, shape of the distribution,
fluctuation level at the end of the polymer and flow rate. Note
that, at the largest Wi = 136.10, the chain collapses to the wall
due to the large shear rate. The peak of the distribution (marked
by a cross in the images) moves from the center to the end with
increasing shear rate. The fact that the average distribution near
the end of the chain is widest for the low-shear-rate case shows
that there the largest variation of the extension occurs. This
phenomenon is an indication of anomalous fluctuations of the
chain extension as found by Doyle et al [9].

Figure 5. Rouse mode relaxation times versus the number of a
Rouse mode: first 13 modes are shown. The slope −1.7 is predicted
by the theory with hydrodynamic interactions considered.

Figure 6. Ensemble averages of the polymer in the flow-gradient
plane. From top to bottom Wi = 5.44, 21.78 and 136.10 and lengths
of the image in the flow direction are 120% of the full extension. A
Gaussian filter with a resolution equal to the average inter-particle
distance was applied to make images qualitatively comparable to
experimental images [18]. Crosses mark the region of the highest
bead density (see the discussion in the text).

(This figure is in colour only in the electronic version)

3.2. Measurement of DNA extension

As one of the most important static properties of tethered DNA,
the extension can be measured quantitatively by different
approaches. First, the extension can be measured by the end-
to-end distance h = √

(rN − r1)2. As shown in figure 7,
the peak of the distribution of the end-to-end distance P(h)

moves to larger extensions with increasing shear rate. This
behavior agrees with previous simulations [11, 12], but is
different from that of a free polymer chain in shear flow. In

4
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Figure 7. End-to-end distance distribution P(h) for several shear
rates. With increasing shear rate the center of the distribution moves
to the right and becomes narrow.

Figure 8. The deformation φh (defined in the text) as a function of
Wi does not follow the simple power law. The empirical formula,
equation (14), proposed in [12] offers a good fit of the simulation
data.

the latter case, the distribution gradually becomes broader with
increasing shear rate and forms a plateau for high shear rates.
Second, the extension can be measured by the mean value of
the extension distribution φh = (〈h2〉 − 〈h2〉0)/〈h2〉0, where
〈h2〉0 is the mean-squared end-to-end distance at zero-flow
condition. Figure 8 shows that, other than following a simple
power low, the distributions for moderate and high shear rates
can be described by an empirical expression:

φ = 0.5 log (Wi) , (14)

which has been proposed as a good fit for experimental
data [12]. Third, the extension can be measured by the mean
fractional extension 〈X〉/L and the extension deficit:

ε = 1 − 〈X〉/L, (15)

where L is the length of the fully stretched DNA,
X = maxi (xi) − mini (xi), and brackets denote an averaging
over time. As shown in figures 9(a) and (b), while the
simulations overestimate the extension at very small shear rates
a good agreement between experiments and simulations can be
found for moderate and high shear rates [9, 18].

Figure 9. Polymer extension deficit versus non-dimensional shear
rate.

Note that it is important to use random wall particles for
obtaining a correct chain extension at moderate and high shear
rates. For wall particles ordered on a cubic lattice, large over-
extension (see figures 9(a) and (b)) occurs as found in [30].
Also note that, compared to the prediction of theoretical
models [11], the present result resembles that of the worm-
like chain (WLC) model with ε ∝ Wi−1/3 and not the freely
joint chain (FJC) model with ε ∝ Wi−2/3. This behavior is not
unexpected since the FENE potential of equation (10) results in
a spring force of FFENE ∝ (1 − X/R0/n)−1, similar to that of
FJC when the end-to-end distance X is close to the maximum
extension n R0, where n = (N − 1). However, in the current
simulations, even for ε ≈ 0.2, X ≈ 0.36n R0 is still much
smaller than the maximum extension.

3.3. Dynamical properties

To further quantify the behavior of tethered DNA in a
shear flow the dynamic properties have to be measured.
Obtaining dynamic properties in experiments is significantly
more difficult than obtaining static properties. Two important
dynamic properties which have been obtained experimentally
are the normalized standard deviation of extension and the
averaged mean-square distance from the wall.

The normalized standard deviation of extension is defined
by

δ =
〈
(X − 〈X〉)2

〉

L2
. (16)
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Figure 10. Polymer standard deviation in extension. The simulations
reproduce the peak at 2 < Wi < 10 seen in experiments [9, 18].

Figure 11. Mean-square distance from the wall. Scales −0.54 and
−0.64 correspond to BD and MD simulations of
Delgado-Buscalioni [16].

As shown in figure 10, the present simulation reproduces
the peak within the region 2 < Wi < 10 as being seen in the
experiments. This peak corresponds to the largest transition
region near the end of the chain in the above-mentioned two-
dimensional distributions. The averaged mean-square distance
from the wall is defined as

σ =
〈∑Nb

i=1 y2
i

〉

L2
. (17)

The comparison between the experimental data and rescaled
simulation results is given in figure 11, where the lines
W−0.54 and Wi−0.64 correspond to BD and MD simulations
of Delgado-Buscalioni [16]. It can be found that, while
the present simulations predict the correct scaling, they
overestimate this quantity by factor of five compared to
the experimental results [18]. This overestimation can
be explained by the fact that thermal fluctuations in the
simulations are much larger than that in real experiments due
to the difference in solvent viscosity.

To study further the dynamics of DNA motion in the
flow-gradient direction, the mean-square displacement (MSD)

Figure 12. Mean-square displacement (MSD) of the chain center of
mass in the direction normal to the wall: for the short-time region the
slope of the MSD curve is not constant, while for the long-time MSD
reaches a plateau.

Figure 13. DNA extension relaxation time versus non-dimensional
shear rate, where the solid line is a scaling law proposed by
Delgado-Buscalioni [16].

of the chain center of mass normal to the wall 〈�Y (t)2〉 =
〈(Y (t) − Y (0))2〉, where Y = ∑Nb

i=1 y2
i , is measured. Typical

MSD curves are shown in figure 12 and have three regions:
the short-time region where the DNA diffuses similarly to that
of a free chain (〈�Y (t)2〉 ∝ t), the long-time region where
the displacement reaches a plateau and the intermediate region
where 〈�Y (t)2〉 ∝ tα with α < 1. In contrast to the result
from the MD simulations of Delgado-Buscalioni [16, 31] there
is no evidence of a clear intermediate scaling regime, that is, α

is not constant.
Another relevant dynamic property is the relaxation time

of the extended DNA in a flow. This was extracted by fitting
the initial part of the DNA extension auto-correlation function.
As shown in figure 13, the resulting scaling law in the region
2 < Wi < 40 is in good agreement with that proposed in [16].

4. Discussion

The peak of the normalized standard deviation of extension at
moderate shear rate, figure 10, suggests that both stretched

6
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Figure 14. Time history of DNA extension (upper line) and DNA
distance from the wall (lower line) for Wi = 5.44.

Figure 15. Extension–wall-distance cross-correlation function for
Wi = 5.44.

and coiled configurations are possible since hydrodynamic
forces acting on the DNA have the same order of magnitude
compared to the entropic force to recoil the DNA. The DNA
is coiled with small fluctuations when shear rate is low, and
it is stretched along the wall and only rarely recoils when the
shear rate is high. Since the stretched and coiled configurations
for a free DNA in unbounded simple shear flow alternate by a
transient tumbling motion, and since there is a loosely defined
characteristic timescale larger than the relaxation time [32],
Doyle et al [9] proposed that the tethered DNA changes
between stretched and coiled configurations by a repetitive
recirculating motion or so-called cyclic motion. This motion
can be described as follows. Typically, the chain is coiled and
stays close to the wall until thermal fluctuations drive it away
from the surface into the region of stronger flow. Subsequently,
it stretches and its free end rotates back to the wall and the
chain recoils.

As a first step to investigate cyclic motion animated
simulation data are visually examined. Although one can
find examples of cyclic events similar to those described
by [9, 18], these events appear to be much more isolated

Figure 16. CPSD of DNA extension versus distance from the wall.
The straight line indicates the slope observed experimentally [18].

Figure 17. PSD of orientation angle through the tether point. The
straight line indicates the slope observed experimentally [18].

and not representative since most of the time the DNA does
not exhibit any repeating motion patterns. In order to search
for quantitative indicators of periodic motion the histories of
mass-center distance from wall, the extension 〈X〉/L, and their
cross-correlation function (CCF) are calculated. Figures 14
and 15 show the results for Wi = 5.44. The CCF profile
in the interval from 0 to 2τ is in good agreement with that
in [17], which implies a strong correlation of extension and
mass-center–wall distance. Since this profile cannot predict the
existence of cyclic motion directly, the cross-power spectrum
density (CPSD), which is the power density spectrum of the
CCF, is calculated to identify the existence of periodically
correlated events. Furthermore, the power spectrum density
(PSD) of the auto-correlation function (ACF) of the orientation
angle, which is the angle of the line connecting the tethered
point and DNA mass center in the flow-gradient plane, is
also computed. This quantity is similar to the CPSD and
can also be used to identify periodically correlated rotation
events. As shown in figures 16 and 17, the obtained power
spectrum density, for the frequency being scaled with the
extension relaxation time, are very similar to those in Lueth
et al [18], which give a scaling power law at about 1.8 for

7
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Figure 18. Cross-correlation of the DNA mass-center velocity in
flow direction and flow-gradient direction for Wi = 5.44.

periods smaller than the relaxation time. Note that, while a
very small peak is found in the experimental PSD of Lueth et al
[18], the present spectrum for periods larger than the relaxation
time up to 10τ is very similar to that of white noise, though
the PSD of the orientation angle in the low frequency region
indicates a slightly oscillatory behavior. These results imply
that, at least, there is no clear evidence of cyclic motion. A
further verification of this finding is to study the CCF of the
y and x components of the mass-center velocity. As shown
in figure 18, there is only a very small correlation magnitude.
Since a significant non-random motion would exhibit strong
correlations we can conclude that cyclic motion of tethered
DNA occurs rather as an isolated event and that it is not a
representative behavior.

5. Concluding remarks

The behavior of a tethered DNA in shear flow is investigated
numerically by SDPD simulations. Based on the simulation
data, the static and dynamic mechanical properties of tethered
DNA are studied both qualitatively and quantitatively. By
comparing previous experiments, numerical simulations and
theoretical studies, good agreement has been found for
DNA extension, standard deviation of extension, mean-square
displacement of the chain center and relaxation time of
the extended DNA. For the averaged mean-square distance
from the wall we obtain a correct scaling power but an
overestimation of the magnitude. This overestimation appears
to be related to the difference of the viscosity compared to
that of typical liquid solvents. The cyclic motion is discussed
by analyzing the CPSD, PSD and CCF data. Except for
small discrepancies the obtained results are in good agreement
with previous simulations and experiments, and suggest that
the cyclic motion is more likely an isolated event and not
a representative behavior of tethered DNA in shear flow.
However, the possibility of strong cyclic motion cannot be
entirely ruled out as it may exist with characteristic times
longer than 10τ , which is beyond the timescales that could be
considered in this work.
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